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More Functions. Smaller Budget.
Beckman Industrial Circuitmate" DMMs

put hFE, Logic, Capacitance, Frequency and
True RMS In Your Hand. For Less.

Get more, for less. It's a simple defi-
nition of value. For DMMs, value means
finding the combination of capabilities that
meets your needs at the right price. Without
losing sight of accuracy and reliability.
If you want more functions at a low price,
Beckman Industrial's Circuitmate" Digital
Multimeters are the best value around

From the pocket -sized DM2OL to the
DM850, with true RMS capability and accu-
racy to 0.05% ± 1 digit, Circuitmate DMMs
give you the functions you need

For instance, the DM2OL puts both a
Logic Probe, a transistor gain function (hFE),
and a full range of DMM functions in the
palm of your hand. For only $69.95.

Then there's the DM25L. Where else
does $89.95 buy you a Logic Probe, capaci-
tance measurement, transistor gain function
(hFE), and 24 DMM ranges including resist-
ance to 2000 megohms? Nowhere else

When high accuracy counts, there's the
DM800 with a 4'/z digit display. The DM800

fI
N11/1MON ._

DM2OL Pocket -Size
w/Logic $69.95*
TTL Logic Probe: 20MHz

Hi/lo/off indications
Detects 25nS pulse
widths

hFE (NPN or PNP)
1 range (1000)

DMM: Input Impedance -
10 Megohms
DCA/ACA-5 ranges
(200µA to 2A)

Ohms -8 ranges (200 ohms
to 2000 Megohms)

Continuity beeper

also gives you frequency counting. A full -
function DMM, and more, doesn't have to
cost over $169.95. If it's a Circuitmate
DM800.

Or, for a few dollars more, get true RMS
(AC coupled) to let you accurately measure
non -sinusoidal AC waveforms, and all the
capability of the DM800, in the DM850.

Of course, there's a whole range of
Circuitmate DMMs and service test instru-
ments, including the DM78 autoranger that

DM25L
Capacitance, Logic,
hFE S89.95*
TTL Logic Probe: 20MHz

Hi/lo/off indications
Detects 25nS pulse
widths

Capacitance: 5 ranges
(2nF to 201F)

hFE (NPN or PNP):
1 range (1000)

Continuity beeper

Built-in bail

Anti-skid pads

DM850
True RMS
41/2 digits. DCV accuracy
is .05% +3 digits

True RMS

Frequency counter to
200KHz

Data Hold display
capability

Continuity beeper

Built-in bail

Anti-skid pads

Price: DM850 (True
RMS) $219.95*
DM800 (Average)

$169.95*

fits in a shirt pocket, yet gives you a full size
3'/z digit, 3/a rr readout. Not to mention a
complete line of accessories like test leads,
current clamps, even probes that can extend
your DMMs range and sensitivity. All
designed to work flawlessly with your
Beckman Industrial Circuitmate DMM.

See your Beckman Industrial distribu-
tor and discover more DMM performance
For less.

'Suggested list price (SUS) with battery, test leads and manual.
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IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT

FOR ALL READERS
Because of the information we obtained from ES&T readers
through questionnaires like the one below, we can tailor
ES&T's editorial package to fit your unique needs.

As proof, ES&T recently added new monthly columns on:

Video Servicing (VCRs)
Computer Servicing

Audio Servicing

So, to help us continue to bring you what you want....

Please take one minute now
to fi l l out the card below.
Then, mail the card today!

No postage necessary.

r
Name

Company

City

PLEASE PEEL OFF MAILING LABEL
AND ATTACH HERE

or write in your name and complete address

Title

Address

State Z p J
If you haven't returned a card like this during the past three months, please return this one now.

Please check one box under each arrow below.

Type of Business

210 Consumer Electronics Equipment
Independent Or Franchised Service
Business

220 Retailer With Consumer Electronics
Equipment Service Department

230 Electronics Equipment Field Service
Organization

2412 Service, Installation Or Operation of
Electronics Equipment In Industrial Or
Commercial Facility

330 Engineering Of Electronics Equipment
In Industrial Or Commercial Facility

350 Wholesaler, Jobber, Distributor
37 Electronics Equipment Or Components

Manufacturer
380 Government and Military: Federal,

State, Municipal
09 Education

(a) College, Library, School, Including
Instructors

(b)0 Student
300 Other

EEO

FF

GG 

KK

Position

Company Management
Such as General Manager, Owner,
Partner, President, Vice President,
Director And Other Corporate
Personnel
Operations Management
Such as Service Manager, Operations
Manager, Production Manager,
Customer Service Manager, Marketing/
Sales Manager, Purchasing Manager,
Credit/Accounts Manager and Other
Operations/Administrative Personnel
Engineering/Technical & Other
Personnel Such as Engineer,
Technician, Field Service Engineer,
Specialist, Engineering Associate and
Other Engineering And Technical
Support Personnel
Other

O Check the number of Service
Technicians employed at your
facility.

A 1-5
B 6-10
CO 11-25

DO 26-50
E Over 50
FO Not applicable

Check the statement that best
describes your role in the
purchase of major electronics
servicing equipment and servicing
components, accessories and
services.

10 Make final decision to buy a
specific make or model.

20 Recommend make or model to be
purchased.

30 Have no part in specifying or
buying.

Signature Date
S67
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The how-to magazine of electronics...

GIGOTRODiG
s Volume 7, No. 6 June 1987

11
IC tester
By Conrad Persson
The introduction of
integrated circuits created
super sleuths from super
techs; tracing circuits can
be a mystery without special
equipment.

20
Locating, replacing
the defective
flyback
By Homer L. Davidson
When a flyback develops
even one of many possible
defects, it may ruin many
components before
the fuse can blow.

30
Test your electronics
knowledge
By Sam Wilson, CET
There's something for
almost everyone in this
month's knowledge quiz, and
look out for the trick
question!

page 11
An IC tester can be a wise investment for
anyone who tests a lot of digital cir-
cuitry. (Photo courtesy of B&K Precision)

page 7
Consumer high-tech. (Photo courtesy Toshiba)

Departments:
6 Editorial
7 Technology
8 News

31 Profax
44 Photofact
44 Literature
45 Books
50 Troubleshooting Tips
56 Products
58 Audio Corner
60 Computer Corner
62 Video Corner
64 Readers' Exchange
66 Advertisers' Index

39
Circuit analysis and
troubleshooting quiz
By Bert Huneault, CET
Multiple-choice quiz buffs
have a multiple treat in this
issue (and determine their
standing as an electronics
detective.)

46
Digital audiotape is on
the way
By Conrad Persson
Here are sound quality and
reproduction that are so
good that this technological
advancement is a victim of
its own success. Pirating
is easy; copies usually
are as good as the
originals.

52
What do you know about
electronics? - Living with
models
By Sam Wilson, CET
Now that we have your
attention...
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LFG-1300S
0.002 Hz -2 MHz

10011
3111 4, 0

LE 0-518
100 -MHz Four Channel
Oscilloscope

LFG-1310
0.01 Hz -10 MHz

Sweep-

Function Generators
Leader 10 -MHz and 2 -MHz Sweep -Function
Generators are exceptionally durable and
versatile. They have every important feature,
and every required waveform including:
 Sine, square, triangle, sawtooth, ramp, pulse
and TTL outputs  1000:1 and 100:1 ranges
 Adjustable waveform symmetry  AM or FM
modulation  VCO and GCV  Linear and log
sweep  Plus CW, triggered, gate and burst
modes (1310 only)  And lots more!

Call toll -free

(800) 645-5104
In NY State

(516) 231-6900
Request an evaluation unit, our latest Test
Instrument Catalog with over 100 outstanding
products, the name and address of your
nearest "Select" Leader Distributor, or
additional information.

Forprofessionals

kow LEADS
the
difference.

380 Oser Avenue Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices: Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Boston, Atlanta

In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd. (514) 337-9500

For Information Circle (4) on Reply Card
For Demonstration Circle (25) on Reply Card

Instruments Corporation



Editorial

You're
not

alone

Problems finding information?
One of the most frequent requests

we get from our readers is for
information: "Where can I find a
schematic for an xyz 19 -inch color
TV?" or, "Where can I find a course
on servicing VHS VCRs?"

The other side of that coin is the
information that flows from the
manufacturers, from the book
publishers, from the associations,
from, well, from this magazine. There
is no shortage of information.

Just the other day, for example, I
received five books from one
publisher for review. That's in
addition to the 20 or so assorted
books from a number of publishers
that are still waiting to be reviewed
in ES&T.

The five books I just received,
which are still cluttering my desk, are
all different in information content
and purpose. One is a textbookish
book that covers components, circuits
and systems. It starts out with an
excursion into the physics of
semiconductors, goes into the method
of growing a silicon crystal, describes
how semiconductor devices are
fabricated, then goes into a very
mathematical treatment of the
operation of the devices, using
idealized models to develop
the formulas.

Two of the books have
"troubleshooting" in the title: one
specifically aimed at microprocessors,
and providing detailed, specific
instructions on troubleshooting
microprocessor circuit segments, the
other more slanted toward the human
aspects of developing generalized
troubleshooting skills.

Another of the five books calls
itself a "complete" guide to servicing
television and the other is a
"complete" electronics reference.
They both look as though they
contain some good information, but
"complete"? Hardly.

One of the five books, the one on
servicing of microprocessor -based
equipment, seems to be packed with
good information. It lists the kinds of
test equipment available, from the

simplest to the most complex and
sophisticated. It mentions specific
types of servicing equipment by
manufacturer. It explores specific
types of logic circuits, describes
the theory of operation and explains
how to go about troubleshooting
the system.

The information problem faced by
servicing technicians comes down to
the fact that most of the information
that's needed is available -
somewhere, in some form. Sometimes
it's very difficult to find. Other times
it's almost incomprehensible even if
you can find it. Of course, especially
with new technology, on some
occasions the information is either
not available at all, or if it is,
it's only sketchy.

Some of the books I've read remind
me of a book I used in a course in
statistics, probability and all that, as
an introduction to statistical quality
control. When I took the course I
understood it pretty well. Later,
when I got my first programmable
calculator, I decided to review the
course and to use the calculator's
statistical functions.

What had seemed fairly
understandable when I took the
course was now totally
incomprehensible. After a little
reflection I realized why this was so.
During the course we had used the
instructor's notes and a workbook.
We used the text only for the
statistical tables in the back. No
doubt the text was technically
accurate. It was just almost
impossible to read.

This problem is general. What one
author makes clear, another
obfuscates. The lesson is clear. When
you're looking for information, as the
old adage says, "if at first you don't
succeed, try, try again."

It is indeed unfortunate that this
problem exists. We wish we could do
something to improve the situation.
Any suggestions?

6 Electronic Servicing & Technology June 1987



TV receivers that use the double -

scanning method for high -quality
picture resolution now have been
designed economically enough for
home use. The Toshiba Corpora-
tion recently developed and
marketed color TV sets that also
employ a high -contrast, full -square
picture tube for further enhance-
ment of TV -broadcast reception,
as well as videocassette and
videodisc programming. The con-
sumer's demand for better picture
quality has kept pace with the
trend toward larger screens.

Interlaced scanning and
double scanning

A TV screen is made up of a col-
lection of horizontal lines called
scanning lines. One picture (or one
frame) on a TV screen consists of
525 scanning lines. Conventional-
ly, not all of the 525 scanning lines
are sent at once, but they are sent
in two chunks of images called
fields, which consist of 262.5 scan-
ning lines each. When these two
fields are sent consecutively, they
appear to be a single picture to the
human eye. This scanning method
is called interlaced scanning.

The interlaced scanning poses a
problem in terms of resolution
because the gap between the lines

Digital
technology

Double
scanning

Clearer TV
pictures

in each field is sometimes recog-
nizable to the human eye. To solve
this problem, the double -scanning
method virtually doubles the scan-
ning line density of each field by
increasing the number of scanning
lines from 262.5 to 525 lines,
thereby filling the gap between
scanning lines.

Principle of double scanning
Toshiba doubled the scanning

lines by using two semiconductor
chips called line memories in a
digital memory circuit. In the dou-
ble scanning method, each line is
scanned twice to fill in the space
that conventional television leaves
between the scanning lines as a
gap. (See Figure 1.)

Although the number of the
scanning lines in one field is twice
as great with double scanning, the
number of scanning lines in one
frame remains 525 because the
two fields are overlapped to make
one picture.

Because the scanning time for
one field is predetermined, the
scanning speed had to be made
twice as fast. Toshiba developed a
high -quality picture tube in con-
junction with a new type of deflec-
ting circuit that can handle a very
high switching frequency. This
maintains focus correctness and
contrast at the same or higher
level than that of conventional TV
sets.

(a) LINE MEMORY 1: WRITE STATE

VIDEO SIGNAL INPUT

4

(b) LINE MEMORY 1: WRITE STATE

VIDEO SIGNAL INPUT
ó

5-
Principle of
double scanning method

WRI TE

LINE MEMORY 1

LINE MEMORY 2

READ
READ

LINE MEMORY 1

LINE MEMORY 2

WRITE

VIDEO SIGNAL OUTPUT

VIDEO SIGNAL OUTPUT

Figure 1. While the line memory 1 is reading in the video signal of the scanning line
at a given moment, line memory 2 reads out the previous line (a). While line memory 1
reads out the scanning line (b), line memory 2 reads in the next line (b). These func-
tions are then repeated. (Photo courtesy of Toshiba Corporation
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VCR servicing workshops
The Electronic Industries

Association sponsors a 5 -day, basic
VCR training program at United
Electronics Institute, Tampa, FL,
and Illinois Technical College,
Chicago.

The workshops are conducted by
EIA-trained instructors who sup-
ply state-of-the-art VCR instruc-
tion. The curriculum covers the
basic functions of playback,
recording, servo control for both
the Beta and VHS systems as well
as mechanical operation.

If you are just entering into VCR
servicing, this resident VCR pro-
gram presents an opportunity to
upgrade your technicians and
prepare them for further high-tech
product training. To qualify for
enrollment the technician must:

1. be working currently as a
consumer electronics technician;

2. submit an application on com-
pany letterhead signed by the
owner or a superior;

3. include the workshop location
of preference.

Locations and dates include:
Illinois Technical College
506 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, IL 60605
Aug. 24-28, 1987

United Electronics Institute
4202 Spruce St.
Tampa, FL 33607
June 29 -July 3, 1987
Sept. 28 -Oct. 3, 1987
Mar. 28 -April 1, 1988

Mail the letter of application on
company letterhead signed by a
supervisor to:

Don Hatton
Electronic Industries Assn.
2001 Eye St. NW
Washington, DC 20006
202-457-4919

A letter of confirmation will be
sent to you upon acceptance re-
questing a $50 pre -registration
fee (company check or money
order), which will be refunded
upon completion of the seminar or
if you cancel at least two weeks
prior to the class.

Due to the limited size of the
class, only one technician from
each organization may attend a
particular session. It is suggested
that applications for enrollment be
mailed as early as possible.

The Nat'l Bureau of Standards
invites you to participate
in this 1987 survey

Your responses will be of
great help to NBS even if you
answer only some of the ques-
tions.

For those less familiar with
NBS sevices, "GOES" refers to
Geostationary Operational En-
vironmental Satellites that
broadcast the NBS time code;
"DUT1," to information included
in broadcast formats providing
the approximate difference be-
tween the UT1 astronomical
time scale and the UTC atomic
time scale; "Marine Weather," to
marine storm warnings; "Geo-
alerts" relate to solar activity
and solar -terrestrial conditions;
"Omega" relates to the current
status of the U.S. Coast Guard's
Omega Navigation System; and
"BCD Time Code," to time -of -

day information in binary -coded -

decimal form provided on 100Hz
subcarriers on WWV and
WWVH.

Please fold and mail the com-
pleted questionnaire or use the
circle number if a separate form
is desired.

Circle (124) on Reply Card
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Editorial, advertising and circulation cor-
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NBS 1220 1987 SURVEY OF NBS TIME US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
(2-87)

OMB NUMBER 0652002/AND FREQUENCY SERVICE USERS APPROVAL EXPIRES JUNE 30, 1987

My responses primarily reflect the view of  an individual  an organization

ELECTfOfliC
Seivi ,g 8lidv o gy

Organization name Approximate number of time and frequency users in this organization

USE OF CURRENT SERVICES 2 5

WWV

5

(MHZ)

10 15 20 2 5

WWVH

5

(MHZ)

10 15

WWVB

60 KHZ
SATELLITEOE
469 MHZ

TELEPHONE

WWV WWVH

How often do you use each of these NBS services?
(O=Never. 1=Rarely. 2=Sometimes 3=Frequently)

r

How often do you observe harmful interference when using these services?

(O=Never, 1=Rarely; 2=Sometimes. 3=Frequently)

How would you characterize your usual reception reliability?
(0=Extremely poor; 1=Poor. 2=Generally adequate; 3=Excellent)

Do you usually use these services during daytime or nightime hours?
(D=Day; N=Night; B=Both)

ADEQUACY OF CURRENT SERVICES
WWV WWVH WWVB GOES SATELLITE

TELEPHONE

TIME -OF -DAY

Do the current NBS services satisfy your needs for accuracy?

(O=No; 1=Marginally; 2=Generally yes; 3=Yes)

Do the current NBS services satisfy your needs for reliability of reception
and ease of use? (O=No; 1=Marginally; 2=Generally yes, 3=Yes)

FOR USERS OF WWVGEOALERTSAND WWVH
VOICE TIME

OF DAY

BCD TIME

CODE

1 -SECOND

TICKS

STANDARD

FREQUENCY

DUTI

VALUES

MARINE

WEATHER

OMEGA

STATUS

Which types of information on these broadcasts do you use at least
occasionally? (Indicate by checking each appropriate box)

~ How important is each type of information?
(0=Not at all, 1=Marginal importance, 2=Important; 3=Very important)

Is the present quality of the voice announcements of weather, geoalerts. and
Omega System status adequate for your needs? (Yes or No)  Yes 1 No If no. why?

FOR USERS OF WWVB
STANDARD

FREQUENCY
TIME CODE

How important to you or your organization is each of these aspects of WWVB?
(0=Not at all. 1=Marginal importance. 2=Important. 3=Very Important)

FOR USERS OF THE GOES SATELLITE TIME CODE

Does interference in your area significantly hinder the usefulness of the satellite time code? (Yes or No)  Yes  No

Do you use the GOES time code status reports by accessing the "NBSGO" file in the U.S. Naval Observatory's Automated Data Service System?
(Yes or No)  Yes  No

Do you use the full accuracy of the time code (100 microseconds) via a receiver that automatically corrects for path delay variations? (Yes or No)  Yes  No
Do the occasional time code shifts of more than 100 microseconds at times of satellite maneuvers cause serious problems for your application?

(Yes or No)  Yes  No

FOR USERS OF THE WWV OR WWVH TELEPHONE TIME -OF -DAY SERVICES

How often do you encounter busy signals when calling (303) 499-7111 or (808) 335-4363? (O=Never; 1=Rarely, 2=Sometimes; 3=Frequently) a
Would the value of these services be decreased if only a high -quality voice time announcement were available without the weather, geoalert. or Omega status information?

(Yes or No)  Yes  No
If yes, why?

(OVER)



PLEASE FOLD AND TAPE BEFORE MAILING. DO NOT STAPLE!

POSSIBLE FUTURE CHANGES IN NBS SERVICES ACCURACY

1

RECEPTION

RELIABILITY

COVERAGE

AREA
EASE -OF -USE USER COST

In the development of future time and frequency services which of the following

aspects need the most improvement? (Check appropriate boxes)

I

If the availability of new services in the future with improved capabilities in terms of accuracy, reliability, coverage, etc. required the payment of an annual user fee of leas

than $250/year, would you or your organization likely subscribe to such a service? (Yes or No) E Yes  No

Do you need NBS timing signals designed for direct interfacing to computers? If "Yes', what accuracy level is needed?  Yes E No

Accuracy Level

What new or improved time and frequency services would you find useful? (Please describe briefly)

USER DATA

Please indicate which of the items below apply to you as a user of NBS services: ()

 Private Citizen E Electric Power Industry  Communications Systems E Pleasure Boating

 Government/civilian E Telephone Industry  University  Equipment Manufacturing

E Government/military  Aviation/aerospace Industry E Geophysics/seismology  Jeweler/watchmaker

E Radio/TV Operations E Transportation Systems  Health Care Industry  Amateur Radio

E Standards Lab
Other (Specify)

Please indicate which of the items below describe the purposes for which you use the NBS time and frequency services, (r)

 Frequency Calibrations E Time Base for Computers  Surveying  Astronomy
E Watch/clock Setting E Time Base for Synchronizing or  Space/missile tracking  Hobby
E Master Clock Controlling Operations  Marine Weather  Geolart Information
E Navigation/Position Location  Time Base for Data Monitoring O Propagation Information  Omega System Information

Other (Specify)

In what state of the United States or foreign country do you use the NBS time and frequency services? (Two -letter state abbreviation

Please estimate the annual economic value of the NBS time and frequency services to you or your organization, if possible.

Additional Comments:

or country)

$

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Bureau of Standards
325 Broadway
Boulder, Colorado 80303

OFFICIAL BUSINESS
Penalty for Private Use, $300

POSTAGE AND FEES PAID
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

COM-215

Time & Frequency Division, 524.00
National Bureau of Standards
325 Broadway,
Boulder, CO 80303



Information, photos and illustrations on which this article was
based were provided by B & K Precision.

IC tester
By Conrad Persson

The introduction of integrated
circuits a few years ago created a
revolution in electronics. The im-
mediate result was a reduction in
the size of electronic products, an
increase in their speed of opera-
tion and reduction of power con-
sumption. That revolution has con-
tinued at breakneck speed since
then, with the result of an array of
products that couldn't even have
been dreamed of before: laptop
computers, Walkman -type stereo
equipment, compact disc audio and
laserdisc video, electronic watches,
credit card calculators. The list
could go on and on.

Besides the obvious effects on
size and performance on every
type of electronics equipment, the
introduction of ICs had a number
of other effects on the electronics
world. Standard logic ICs, such as
the 74 series, allowed circuit de-
signers to begin designing
by using functions rather
than voltage/current
relationships. For
example, a circuit
designer who wanted
to include AND gate
into a design didn't
have to study how

they worked and design them. He
simply could go out and buy a 7408
quad 2 -input AND gate and - as
long as his circuit provided the
gate with the proper source volt-
ages and logic inputs-it would
work.

The effect of ICs on servicing
The effects of ICs didn't stop at

the design engineer and consumer
levels. ICs also had a profound ef-
fect on servicing technicians. For
instance, technicians often . en-
hance their understanding of a cir-
cuit by tracing the circuit visually,
taking voltage readings at strate-
gic points in the circuit and follow-
ing the logic of the design. Trying
to do that in a circuit containing
ICs can be an exercise in frustra-
tion. You can trace the circuit up
to the IC's pins but if you want to
know what's going on inside, you

have to obtain the
literature of the



Figure 1. Quad 2 -Input AND gate, 7408, is simply an IC that contains, on a single
chip, four AND gates, each with two inputs.

mil
manufacturer and study it. And as
often as not the circuitry will be
shown as functions rather than ac-
tual electronic components.

This has introduced additional
mystery into a subject that is
already surrounded by mystery,
making it increasingly difficult to
comprehend.

Then comes the question of
testing ICs, especially logic ICs.
Because with logic ICs you're fre-
quently dealing with data that's
flowing at high rates, you can't
just probe with the usual test
equipment: DMM, oscilloscope and
so forth. Some specialized equip-
ment is needed: logic probes, logic
pulsers, IC testers.

Testing ICs
You can proceed to test ICs in a

number of ways. For starters
there is the old standby, the DMM.
It will reveal a lot of things about
ICs. Of course, there are also a lot
of things it will not reveal. For ex-
ample, with power to the board un-
der test turned off if you suspect a
specific IC, you can probe its pins
with the meter set to the OHMS
scale. This approach will reveal
certain classes of problems like
opens or shorts. With power ap-
plied to the device under test, the

meter can be switched to DC
VOLTS and used to probe do
levels.

An oscilloscope likewise can be
used to diagnose certain types of
faults in IC circuits.

For most effective trouble-
shooting of logic ICs, though, you
need to use test equipment specifi-
cally made for the purpose. The
specific types of IC test equipment
you'll need will depend on the
amount and complexity of the digi-
tal equipment you'll be servicing.

Here's a list of some of the IC
test equipment that's readily
available from test equipment
manufacturers and distributors
you're familiar with:
 Logic probe
 Logic pulser
 Logic test clip
 Logic timing analyzer
 Logic state analyzer
 IC tester

Logic ICs
Before proceeding with the

theory and operation of the test
equipment, let's take a look at
some of the circuitry it's designed
to test. Figure 1 is a logic repre-
sentation of a quad 1 -input AND
gate. The standard semiconductor
industry designation for one of

these ICs is 7408. For those of you
unfamiliar with the concept of
design and operation of these
devices, here's a review.

As you know, computers and
computer -based equipment use a
lot of logic gates. In the early days
of integrated circuits, before an
entire computer could be fabricat-
ed on a single IC chip, semiconduc-
tor manufacturers recognized that
if they fabricated several gates on
a single IC chip, computer design-
ers could design their circuits
based on these ICs. Given the state
of the art of IC fabrication at the
time, multiples of gates in a chip
made sense.

A quad 2 -input AND gate, then,
is simply one IC package that con-
tains four AND gates, each of
which has two inputs.

Figure 1B shows a single AND
gate. Its truth table is shown in
Figure 1C. If no input signal is
present at input A or B, there is no
output. If there is an input signal
present at either input A or input
B, but not at both, again there is
no output. Only if there is an input
signal present at both A AND B is
there an output. That's why it's
called an AND gate.

With the right test equipment
it's a piece of cake to test one of
these devices during trouble-
shooting. First check to see that
VDD and Vss are present. If not,
there's a problem somewhere, but
not necessarily in this IC. If those
two supply voltages are present, it
remains to check the operation of
each of the four individual gates.

Note that one gate has as inputs
Pins 1 and 2, and its output is Pin
3. Another gate has Pins 5 and 6 as
inputs and Pin 4 as output. The
third gate has Pins 8 and 9 as in-
puts and Pin 10 as output, and the
fourth gate has Pins 12 and 13 as
inputs and Pin 11 as output. To
test this IC, once you have checked
for the presence of the correct sup-
ply voltages, you simply need to
check each gate to see if its
characteristics correspond to its
truth table. We'll discuss that in
detail when we get into the IC
testers portion of this article, but
basically, it's just a matter of
monitoring the output of each gate
one at a time while you apply, first,
no signal at both inputs, then a
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signal at each output alternately,
then a signal at both inputs. If you
get an output signal when there is
a signal present at both inputs, but
not signal otherwise, the gate is
operating properly.

The OR gate
Logically enough, the 74 series

of ICs also includes a quad 1 -input
OR gate, 7432 (see Figure 2). Not
surprisingly, the source voltages
are at the same pins as on the
7408, Pins 7 and 14. In addition,
inputs and outputs to each of the
gates are at the same pins.

Testing the 7432 proceeds in a
similar manner to testing the
7408. First, verify that the correct
source voltages are present at Pins
7 and 14. Assuming that these
signals are present, you can pro-
ceed to testing the individual
gates. No signal at either input to
any of the gates will result in no
signal at the output of that gate if
the gate is operating properly. A
signal at either input or at both in-
puts to either gate should result in
an output.

The logic probe
The logic probe, Figure 3, in-

dicates the logic state of point be-
ing tested, whether it is at a logic
HIGH or LOW. A sophisticated
probe will have indicators to show
if the test point is HIGH or LOW
or exhibiting pulses. Some will
even have a memory or pulse
stretcher that will show the
presence of a 1 -shot pulse that is of
duration so short that either it's in-
sufficient even to light the in-
dicator, or lights it too briefly to be
recorded by the human eye.

The indicators used on these log-
ic probes to show the logic state of
the pin being tested are usually
LEDs. In some cases a single LED
is used to indicate any of the condi-
tions: HIGH, LOW or pulsing,
while in other cases, individual
LEDs are used for each indication.

Let's say you're doing trouble-
shooting using a sophisticated
logic probe that is capable of
testing a number of different kinds
of logic circuits: TTL, DTL,
CMOS. You would connect the
probe's power input to the power
supply from which the circuitry be- Figure 3. A logic probe can be used to determine if a given logic IC pin is at a HIGH
ing tested derives its power. Con- logic level, a LOW logic level, or if it is pulsing.

Figure 2. Quad 2 -Input OR gate, 7432, contains four OR gates, eaci with two inputs.
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Figure 4. A logic pulser may be used to infect pulses, or trains of pulses, at inputs to
logic ICs. Used in conjunction with a logic probe, it can help pinpoint problems.
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(NO OUTPUT)

Figure 5. By pulsing and probing the appropriate inputs and outputs of a logic IC,
you can determine if it is operating properly or if it's defective.

Figure E. A logic monitor clips over the leads of an IC to be tested. LEDs read out the
logic level of all pins simultanecusly.

necting the probe in this manner
will indicate the approximate value
of signal voltage that constitutes a
logic LOW or HIGH. For example,
the power supply voltage for a
CMOS logic circuit is 18V. A logic
LOW in this circuit would be
about 30% of that value or 5.4V.
A logic HIGH in this circuit would
be about 70% of 18V or approx-
imately 12.6V.

If you suspect a specific IC, it
would make sense once you have
the logic probe connected into the
circuit's power supply to go direct-
ly to that IC. Otherwise, use the
time -tested method of starting ap-
proximately in the middle of the
circuit, and let the results at that
point guide you upstream or down-
stream a half -circuit at a time.

The logic pulser
The logic pulser, Figure 4, is the

active counterpart to the logic
probe. When its tip is placed
against an IC pin and you push the
button, it will inject a pulse, or a
train of pulses, into the IC.

Here's how you might ^test a
7408 quad 2 -input AND gate, us-
ing a pulser and probe (Refer to
Figure 5). Starting with one of the
gates, say the one with input Pins
1 and 2 and output Pin 3, connect
the probe to Pin 3 for the duration
of the test. Then apply a pulse, us-
ing the pulser at Pin 1. There
should, of course, be no output.
Then apply a pulse at Pin 2. Again,
there should be no output. Then,
observing precautions to avoid cir-
cuit damage, place a jumper across
Pins 1 and 2 and apply a pulse to
both pins simultaneously. If the
gate is working properly, a pulse
should appear at Pin 3 and be ob-
served on the logic probe.

To make sure that the complete
IC package is good, place the logic
probe at Pins 4, 10 and 11 in turn
and pulse input Pins 5 and 6, 8 and
9, and 12 and 13, just as you did
Pins 1 and 2 to check each of the
other gates.

By applying logic properly, or
simply by following the circuit's
truth table, you can use the logic
pulser and probe in combination to
test any other similar logic IC.
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Figure 7. If you plan to troubleshoot a lot of digital logic cir-
cuitry, you might want to use an IC tester.

Logic monitors
Another inexpensive test device for logic ICs is

the logic monitor, Figure 6. This a unit that clips
right over the IC to be tested. The monitor
features an LED for each of the pins on the IC that
reads out at any time what the logic level is at that
pin.

IC testers
If you don't test a lot of digital ICs, the logic

probe and pulser and possibly the logic monitor will
probably be all the logic test equipment you'll ever
need. If, however, you plan to troubleshoot a lot of
digital logic circuitry, you might want to have
available an IC tester (See Figure 7), one that you
can connect to an IC and receive an immediate
display of that IC's condition. With one of these
units, you don't have to pulse or probe, and you
don't have to interpret the condition of one or more
LEDs. You simply set the device up for the IC to be
tested, plug the IC into the tester's socket and test
it.

Conventional IC testers test chips by generating
test patterns that exercise all possible input -state
combinations of the chip being tested. For exam-
ple, the NAND gate shown in Figure 8A has a max-
imum of four input -state combinations. These four
possible input combinations yield four test patterns
that the tester must carry out to completely test
this device. When the four test patterns and the
resulting output of the device for each of the test
patterns and the resulting output of the device for
each of the test patterns (1) through (4) (Figure 8B)
are arranged in a table, a truth table is developed.
As noted by the name, the truth table represents
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INTRODUCING THE

PARSON PARTS PLUS PROGRAM.

WE PUT 1.6 MILLION PARTS

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.

To maintain our dominant position as the lead-
ing independent parts distributor in the nation, we
wanted to offer a unique range of services never
before available in the parts industrz

That's why we created the Parts Plus' Program.
This fully computerized system, with its easy to

use on -site terminal, puts at your fingertips instant
access to our enormous 1.6 million parts inventory.
But in addition as a Parts Plus custom« you are also:

 On-line for instant ordering and infor-
mation;

 Guaranteed warranty pricing;
 Guaranteed same day shipping on stock

parts or we pay the freight;
 Mailed monthly Management Reports that

track your purchases and help you plan
future stocking levels;

 Offered emergency service literature from
our Tech Library;

El Given any additional assistance you may
need by your personal Parts Plus Repre-
sentative;

plus many other valuable features too numerous to list.
Call us and well give you the complete story on

how Parts Plus can put a warehouse of items at your
fingertips. Which might be all you reed to get your
hands on a lot more business.

PARTSPLUS
Pan Son' Electronics
Greenpoint, New York
(800) 255-5229 (800) 551-7272 in New York

ask for ext. 459

Distributor of Panasonic, Sharp, Sony,
Hitachi, Quasar, JVC, Technics,
Optonica, Sanyo, Fisher, GE,
RCA, Zenith.
Pan Son and Parts Plus are trademarks
of PanSon Electronics, Inc.
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TRUTH TABLE
response that should be obtained
for test patterns (1) through (4).

IC testers produce each of the
test patterns (1) through (4), apply
one pattern at a time to the inputs;
and check the output result for
each test pattern. The correct
results for a given chip are known
and are held in memory. The tester
checks the results obtained from
the chip under test by executing
each test pattern, and then decides
if the results match the predeter-
mined correct results. If all of the
results agree, the chip is declared
good. If any of the results do not
match with the predetermined cor-
rect results, the tester declares the
chip defective.

Figure 9 shows the truth tables
and comparisons between a good
device (chip No. 1) and a defective
device (chip No. 2). Note how a
chip No. 2 test pattern (4) does not
match the predetermined result.
The tester notices the error and
declares the chip as defective.

Limitations
to conventional testing

Conventional functional tests
are perfectly suited for all out -of -
circuit device tests. In out -of -
circuit testing conditions, the
tester is free to toggle each input
of the chip HIGH or LOW, thereby
executing all patterns of the chip's
truth table.

For many in -circuit applications,
inputs to the chip are wired in
ways that prevent the tester from
executing the predetermined test
pattern that corresponds to the
chip's truth table. Called hard wir-
ing, this is commonly used.

Figure l0A shows again a
2 -input NAND gate with its inputs
free from imposed states. In this
case, the expected customary
truth table can be executed and, as
expected, the gate output exactly
matches the response required by
the tester (designated "TESTER
REQUIRES" in all truth tables
shown).

Figure 10B shows the same
2 -input NAND gate wired with in-
put A tied to Vcc (+5V). This is a
very common in -circuit configura-
tion. Assume that the gate is func-
tional. Now we'll attempt conven-
tional functional testing of the
gate. Notice what has happened to

INPUT A

INPUT A INPUT B OUTPUT

1

2
L

L

L

H

H
H

3 H L H

INPUT B 4 H H L

A B

Figure 8. An IC tester applies a pattern of signals to the input pins of a logic IC and
tests for the response. If the response is different from that expected, the IC is
declared to be defective.
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INPUT A

CHIP NO. 1: "GOOD" CHIP
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CHIP NO. 2: "DEFECTIVE" CHIP
INPUT INPUT GATE TESTER

A B OUTPUT REQUIRES:

INPUT B

1 L
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3 H

4 H

L

H

L

H

H

H

H

H

F4

H

H

L

H= +5V
L = OV Mismatch

Figure 9. The input/response pattern of chip No. 1 is the pattern expected, so chip
No. 1 is labeled "good." The pattern for chip No. 2 does not match the expected pat-
tern, so it is branded "defective."

the test patterns. During the ex-
ecution of test patterns (1) and (2),
input A of the chip was prevented
from going to the LOW (0V) state.
Most important, notice what hap-
pened during test pattern (2): The
tester tried to pull input A low.
However, input A is tied to+ 5V.
During test pattern (2) this condi-
tion prevented the expected test
pattern from being executed.
Therefore, in this case the ex-
pected output was not produced.
Instead of the chip outputting a
HIGH during this test pattern, the
chip outputted a LOW, causing the
tester to declare the chip "defec-
tive" even though it is good.

Figure 10C shows the same
2 -Input NAND gate wired as an in-
verter; both leads are tied
together. This is another very

common configuration that will be
encountered during in -circuit
testing. Again assume that the
gate was previously checked and is
known to be good. Here's what
happens if you attempt conven-
tional functional testing of the
gate. Again, notice what has hap-
pened to the test patterns. During
test pattern (2), input A is ex-
pected to go HIGH; but the jumper
connecting the two inputs togeth-
er make opposite states on each
input impossible. During test pat-
tern (3), the opposite input state
orientation occurs; but again the
jumper connecting the two inputs
makes this impossible. During test
patterns (2) and (3), an invalid
result is outputted from the gate.
The tester will certainly give a
"defective" result during test pat -
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B toggle "low."

L
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L
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L
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INPUT A i p A 8 OUTPUT REQUIRES:

INPUT B J
1 L L H H

When both inputs are wired 2 L H I H
together, test patterns 2 3 H L I HINPUT B

A

and 3 are invalid because 4 H
Input A and B cannot attain
opposite logic states simultaneously.

C I =Invalid state; could result in random

H

H or L gate

L

output.

L

Figure 10. The Truth Table for the NAND gate in A,which has its inputs from imposed states, is the correct Truth Table. In B, Input
A is tied to Vcc. and in B the inputs are hard -wired together. A NAND gate in either of these configurations will test "defective" on
a conventional tester.

tern (2) or (3), or both. Again, due
to the unexpected nonstandard in-
put wiring, the tester will declare
the chip as "defective" even though
the chip is known to be good.

IC testers that can learn
Some IC testers are able to cir-

cumvent the problem of nonstand-

ard configurations by including a
learning or storage mode. Using
this mode, the IC tester exercises
the input of a gate that is known to
be operating properly in a non-
standard configuration with the
normal set of input signals, but in-
stead of declaring the nonstandard
output to signify a defective IC, it

accepts the output to be proper for
that configuration and stores it.

Take, for example, the con-
figuration we've discussed before
shown in Figure 11. Because one
of the inputs of the NAND gate is
tied back to Vcc, the repsonse of
this circuit will not be that of a
standard NAND gate. When the
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These patterns yield the "new"
Truth Table. The "new" patterns
1 and 2 will be used by the
Model 560 Compare Mode to test
additional "Figure 7" circuits.

Figure 11. An IC tester with COMPARE mode can store the Truth Table input/output patterns of a hard -wired IC and use this
"new" pattern as a criterion for testing similarly wired ICs.

IC tester is placed in the compare
mode, now the obtained gate out-
put represents the "new" function
of the NAND gate as wired in this
example. This new gate output
(response) develops a new truth
table for the NAND gate. The new
truth table, shown beside the cir-
cuit of Figure 11, becomes the
criterion against which other cir-
cuits wired in the same way will be
tested.

Testing ICs,
the same only different

Troubleshooting methods for
electronic circuits have changed
considerably since the advent of
ICs, yet the object of the exercise
is the same: stimulate a circuit seg-
ment with a known signal and
observe the response. If the
response is different from what
was expected, you strongly sus-
pect that the defect lies there and
test some more.

The broad range of IC test equip-
ment sophistication allows the
servicing technician to choose be-
tween spending more time with
relatively simple, inexpensive test
devices, or to save time with more
sophisticated, but more expensive,
test equipment.

It's important also to keep in
mind that because of the huge
numbers of different kinds of ICs
being manufactured, no pro-
grammed tester could possibly test
them all. So even if it makes sense
to own one of the sophisticated
testers, it still will be necessary to
maintain skills with logic pulsers,
probes and similar testers to test
the logic ICs that haven't been pro-
grammed into the high -dollar
testers.

Moving?

Take us with you.
Just peel off the subscription mailing label and at-
tach it to the address change card located at the
front of this issue. Please allow 6-8 weeks to process
your address change.
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Locating and Replacing
The Defective Flyback

Some flyback defects not only stop the television operation but also leave a trail of
burned and destroyed components. This article describes a method of applying
reduced line voltage to protect most components while extended testing can be

performed. Several case histories are presented.

By Homer L. Davidson

A defective flyback transformer
instantly can destroy any or all of
these components: the horizontal-

output transistor; the low -voltage

regulator transistor; various zener
and regular silicone diodes; and
several power resistors. All might
be ruined before a fuse can blow.

Most flybacks are mounted near a corner (as this one) or at an edge with the horizon-
tal circuitry around them. Most new flybacks are called Integrated High -Voltage
Transformer (IHVT) because the HV diodes are inside the flyback.

Flybacks can develop many
types of defect. One might have
shorted turns in a winding, and
this could not be detected by
resistance measurements. If you
service a lot of televisions you
should have some piece of equip-
ment that includes a ringer, an im-
pedence tester or some other item
that is capable of checking induc-
tances. A short from some winding
to ground can be formed when the
flyback forms a leakage path be-
tween winding and core, where it
cannot be seen. Many models take
a voltage sample from the cold end
of the high -voltage winding, using
it in the automatic -brightness cir-
cuit, and often to trigger the safe-
ty shutdown circuit from excessive
HV current. Occasionally, a fly-
back will produce this excessive
current in the HV winding's cold
end, which sometimes activates
shutdown. Of course, excessive
HV amplitude also will activate the
shutdown, and flybacks sometimes
produce excessive HV.

Integrated flybacks in the later
models might have internal arcing
between windings and the high -

TESTING
GOLD STAR HORIZ

PART OF +1.6V

1C401 HORIZ OSC
+12.9V
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Figure 1. All three horizontal stages of the Gold Star CNR-405 (Photofact 1993-1) are supplied from the regulated + 115V supply
that comes from rectification of 60Hz line voltage plus transistor regulation. Therefore, testing can be done on the oscillator and
driver stages even when the output stage is not operating. Some likely points to connect DMM, scope and HV probes when
troubleshooting this circuitry are marked by arrows.
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voltage diodes. This arcing can be
accompanied by loud popping and
cracking noises. During power -on
operation, watch the flyback
carefully, looking for signs of
smoke, bubbles in the plastic
covering, or any arcovers between
a winding and chassis. After a
short time of operation, uplug the
machine and with caution feel the
flyback, searching for hot spots or
an abnormally warm body.

Flybacks are susceptible to being
destroyed by any large overload,
such as a shorted yoke and pin-
cushion wiring or serious leakages
of one or more of the dc -voltage
pulses that are rectified from
flyback pulses. A flyback
horizontal -output transformer can
be destroyed by excessive high
voltage produced by an open
retrace -tuning capacitor (the
largest capacitor in parallel with
the damper diode), although the
output transistor is even more like-
ly to be shorted from those higher
peak voltages. A leaky tripler rec-
tifier or yoke might overload the
flyback, tripping the circuit
breaker (or blowing the fuse,
whichever is provided) or causing a
shutdown from excessive HV rec-
tifier current.

Test equipment needed
For finding defective flybacks,

the absolute minimum includes a
wideband ac/dc-coupled triggered
oscilloscope, a dependable DMM
with diode test: a do HV probe
with meter, and a 60Hz
transformer giving 0 to 130Vac
output with isolation between in-
put and output. These two func-
tions might be in two components,
but the penalty is more clipping of
the waveform tips than usual.
Minimize this clipping (and some
problems with certain start-up cir-
cuits) by using larger -than -
necessary transformers of higher

wattage ratings.
Accurate voltage, resistance and

current readings can be made by
the DMM almost anywhere in the
horizontal system. The scope can
view waveforms from the horizon-
tal oscillator to the horizontal -
output transistor's collector during
troubleshooting. And a high -
voltage probe is required to find
out whether the do high voltage is
low, correct or high. If necessary,
all three instruments can be con-
nected to different points in an in-
termittent chassis. After the inter-
mittent has occurred, the results
from one or two of the readouts
should show the approximate
location of the problem. For exam-
ple with low voltage, they can be
connected with the DMM to the
horizontal -oscillator B+, the scope
to the output -transistor base and
the probe to the CRT. Then the
readings are watched and ana-
lyzed as the line voltage is in-
creased slowly from 30Vac to 80 or
90Vac, which should permit some
operation when the circuit is not
defective, while protecting the out-
put transistor and other sensitive
components if the circuit still has
defects. Remember, a shorted fly-
back or other serious load on the
horizontal -output transistor usual-
ly destroys the transistor instant-
ly. Practice and refine your tech-
nique for using the variable ac -
voltage transformer to allow
testing at lower voltages.

Other measurements
Unsolder the wire at the

horizontal -output transistor's
emitter and connect a dc -current
meter between the wire and the
emitter pin. The current reading
should prove whether or not the
horizontal circuits are overloaded.
Abnormally high current could in-
dicate insufficient base drive or a
heavy load on the collector of the
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This is a typical waveform obtained at the horizontal -output
transistor's base. Waveforms taken from other models will
be slightly different.

T440
DRIVER

R444
1300

SW

113V
(+159V)

SCOPED

C446
1 22NF

DMM

DCV TO YOKE DEFECTIVE

0402 HOR I Z OUT

-0.6V

R446
1.5

SC448
C448
.01

4113V
(+159V)

1400
FLYBACK

WARDS HORIZ OUTPUT

Figure 2. A high collector voltage (+159V vs. +113V) in a Wards GGY-16210C
(Photofact 1961-3) usually indicates an open Q402 output transistor or lack of drive
signal to the base.

output transistor.
In older color receivers, the out-

put transistor emitter current
measured between 350mA and
600mA. These televisions had little
load on the flyback except the high
voltage. Present-day receivers re-
quire from 500mA to 1.5A of
output -transistor emitter current,
and the flybacks must supply addi-
tional power for several scan rec-
tification low -voltage sources. In
the RCA CTC120 chassis for
example, there are nine different
voltage sources, and the output
transistor's emitter current is
about 1.2A.

Practical troubleshooting
Horizontal -sweep systems with

the horizontal -oscillator and driver
stages powered from the low -
voltage dc -power supply (instead
of a supply produced by rectifica-

tion of a flyback signal) are easier
to troubleshoot for problems in-
volving overloads of the
horizontal -output transistor. The
horizontal -output transistor can be
removed and the oscillator and
driver operated first at 120Vac
line voltage, while the scope and
DMM check those two stages for
correct operation. (Figure 1.) If
they are not operating correctly,
the defects in them must be cor-
rected before the output transistor
is reinstalled and full power ap-
plied. If the two stages are
operating correctly, the problems
apparently involve the horizontal -
output stage, which then must be
tested at a low line voltage to pre-
vent ruining the output transistor
or other components.

After a leaky or shorted
horizontal -output transistor has
been replaced, connect the current

meter in series with the output
transistor's emitter, and connect
the HV probe to the HV connector
on the picture tube (and to CRT
ground, of course). The scope and
DMM will be used for many dif-
ferent measurements, so they can-
not be connected permanently.
Finally, obtain ac power from the
isolation/variable-voltage ac
transformer. Begin with the DMM
testing do voltage at the output-

transistor collector; adjust the
scope for an expected waveform at
the output -transistor's base.

Starting near zero, slowly in-
crease the receiver ac power until
about + 60V is measured by the
DMM at the output transistor's
collector. Check the emitter cur-
rent meter. If the current reading
is more or less than half the rated
current, stop and make an evalua-
tion. Much less current might in-
dicate a lack of proper base wave-
form or an open in the flyback.
Much higher current than the half
mark is the danger area. Perhaps
the output transistor has leakage
at the operating voltage. The
flyback might have shorted turns
or leakage to ground. Or the yoke
or one of the scan -rectification
power supplies (powered from the
flyback) could have an excessive
load. These possibilities should be
investigated now at low -ac voltage
before full line voltage is restored.

Scope the output transistor's
base -drive waveform. A photo-
graph shows the correct waveform
of a similar receiver when
operated with full line voltage. Of
course, the amplitude will be lower
and the waveshape will be less
complex when the chassis is
operated with a lower voltage dur-
ing testing. Loss of base signal, an
unrecognizable waveform or a
very weak amplitude indicate
problems in the horizontal -driver
or oscillator stages. They must be
tested separately (with output
transistor removed and full line
voltage) using DMM and scope.

While continuing to use the
same line voltage that gave + 60V
at the horizontal -output transistor,
scope the collector waveform. If
the waveform has ringing or insuf-
ficient amplitude (with or without
a large pulse about midway be-
tween the correct ones), it is likely
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that the flyback, or one of its loads, has become
defective and added a virtual ac short to the
flyback. Erratic pulses might be caused by arcing
of the internal high -voltage diodes inside the
flyback. If the output collector waveform is normal
(for the reduced test voltage) but the current is ex-
cessive, one by one remove the wires supporting
scan -rectification do voltage supplies and other
sweep -powered circuits.

Checking the yoke-To determine if the yoke is
shorted and thus loading down the horizontal cir-
cuits, remove the red wire from the yoke terminal.
A large reduction of de emitter current indicates
the yoke has shorted turns: Replace the yoke.

Remember that each of many models (the Gold
Star not included) has a yoke plug with a jumper
wire between two pins. When the yoke plug is
removed, the absent jumper wire removes the B +
from the sweep circuits to prevent their operating
without the yoke loads. That is not a hazard at the
low voltages used for these specific tests.
Therefore, if disconnecting the yoke had little ef-
fect on the output's do emitter current, suspect
overloads from the flyback secondary winding cir-
cuits. First, check each rectifier, using the voltage -
drop diode test of the digital-multimeter. In the
event some tests are inconclusive, unsolder the
anode of each diode, and if the correct emitter cur-
rent is restored without any noise pulses in the col-
lector's waveform, you have located the general
source of the overload. Then troubleshoot the rec-
tifier circuits for any defective diode, filter
capacitor, bypass capacitor, resistor or zener diode
that might cause high leakage and load -down the
flyback.
HV shutdown - To determine when a chassis is
shutdown from excessive high voltage, use the
variable ac -voltage transformer again. Slowly in-
crease the receiver's ac input voltage and notice
the relationship between the rising ac and the in-
creasing low voltage and the HV. When the ac
voltage is only 80Vac, but the low voltage is ex-
cessive, the LV regulator probably is at fault.
Check Q801, D806, R804 and other components
around Q802 and Q801 (see Photofact 1993-1).

Monitor the high voltage and notice the lowest ac
input voltage that activates the shutdown. If the
low -voltage regulation is operating correctly, but
the shutdown is activated before the line voltage is
raised to 120Vac, the cause could be excessive high
voltage or a defect in the safety shutdown circuit.
One fast way to test is to start at perhaps 80Vac
and measure the high voltage as the ac input is in-
creased slowly. If the two voltages rise in step, and
at 100Vac the HV is 10% to 15% below the normal
value, then shutdown occurs when the ac reaches
100Vac, the problem definitely is in the safety
shutdown circuit. On the other hand, if the two
voltages are not in step, but at about 100Vac the
high voltage has already reached the normal value,
followed by an increase to above normal before
shutdown occurs at perhaps 110Vac, the source of
the problem is excessive high voltage. As stated
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Figure 3. Instantaneous blowing of the F901 1A fuse was the only symptom of the 9M50 Admiral (1667-1). At lower line voltages,
the fuse would blow when the horizontal -output transistor's collector dc voltage reached + 75V. After many tests from the
horizontal oscillator to C709, nothing could be found defective, although 0750 and C709 were replaced on speculation.
Therefore. T700 was replaced and normal operation was obtained.

Replacing the defective T400 flyback in Wards GGY-16210C portable restored the
high voltage and picture (Photofact 1961-3).

before, retrace -tuning capacitor
C516 is the first suspect (Figure 1).

Remember that the amount of
B+ voltage applied to the
horizontal -output transistor's col-

lector directly affects the amount
of high voltage. Always test the
B+ supply and adjust its voltage, if
necessary. If a method is provided,
also test the shutdown operation

after making repairs in the
hc.rizontal system.

Wards without picture or sound
In a Wards GGY-16210C port-

able television (Photofact 1838-1),
the Q402 horizontal -output
transistor's collector de voltage
was high at + 159V (normal
+ 113V), indicating an open tran-
sistor or greatly insufficient drive
signal at the base (Figure 2).
Previously, Q402 and damper
diode SC448 had been replaced. I
scoped the Q402 base pin, finding
very little signal.

A normal waveform was scoped
at the base of horizontal drive
Q400. Next, Q400 was tested in -

circuit by using the junction
voltage -drop measurement in my
DMM. The forward -junction volt-
age and reverse leakage were
satisfactory.

Q402 was removed and tested by
the voltage -drop and leakage
methods. While Q402 was out of
its socket, I checked the base
waveform with power on.
Although the waveform did not
have the usual appearance, it was
much higher in amplitude. Reason-
ing that Q402 might be breaking
down under load or having some
other defect that I couldn't test, I
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T700
FLYBACK

replaced it with an ECG165
universal. The results were un-
changed.

Perhaps a defective flyback or
yoke was loading the horizontal -
output circuit. But if so, why didn't
the CB500 circuit breaker trip
open? The yoke's red lead was
disconnected, but the results were
the same.

Finally, the flyback was replaced
and the problems were solved; the
output transistor's collector
voltage reduced to normal and the
base drive was good. I drew a
sketch of the flyback wiring con-
nections, not only to help us wire
this flyback correctly, but it was
left with the schematic for possible
use with future repairs.

Admiral blows fuses
F901, the lA fuse for the Q750

horizontal -output transistor in
Figure 3, would blow as soon as it
was replaced in the Admiral 9M50
TV chassis (Photfact 1667-1).
When the line voltage was raised
from zero by the autoformer, the
fuse would blow when the Q750
horizontal -output collector's do
voltage reached + 75V. Q750 and
retrace -tuning capacitor C709
have been known to fail in the
past, so they were both replaced.
Unfortunately, the performance
was no better.

When Q750 output was re-
moved, the 120V supply increased
to + 132V when the line voltage
was 120Vac. The Q750 base signal
measured more than 6Vp-p. Q750
was replaced. The power line
voltage was reduced to near zero
and then slowly brought up to
+ 70V at the output transistor's
collector (remember the fuse blows
at + 75V). Next, yoke plug J751
was unplugged to eliminate any
possibility of excessive loading
from the yoke windings. Of course,
pins 4 and 8 of the yoke socket
were clipped together to supply do
voltage to the pincushion circuits.
There was still no high voltage at
the picture tube.

Replacement of T700 flyback with
an original part number 79A195-1
solved the fuse blowing.
Another Admiral - The same F901
fuse would open in another Ad-
miral 9M50 (Photofact 1667-1).
T700 was suspected of causing the

SHORTED

0700
R709
3.3

C707D C707C
50µF' 1000µF'

ADMIRAL LOW VOLTAGE

+41.2V
SOURCE

Agurs 4. This Admiral 9M50 also blew the same 1A fuse when power was applied,
but the defect was not the same as the previous repair. Voltage tests revealed
almost zero voltage at the + 41.2V source, and another test located a shorted D700.
Replacement of D700 and several adjustments completed that repair.

fuse to blow because the symptoms
were exactly the same: the fuse
would open when the output tran-
sistor's de voltage was increased to
+ 85V. However, a few tests were
made before T700 was replaced,
because replacing a flyback is cost-
ly in time and material. Only + 17V
was found at the + 24.5 source for
the deflection module. A more im-
portant test was finding a shorted
D700 (Figure 4) and the near -zero
voltage at the + 41.2V source. It is
hard to understand why the short-
ed D700 in the + 41.2V source (rec-
tified horizontal sweep) could have
much effect on the + 24.5V source
that is bridge rectified 60Hz from
a winding on a voltage -regulated
power transformer.

Replacement of D700 restored
the horizontal-deflection/high-
voltage operation and the televi-
sion operation was normal.

Incidentally, remember that all
diodes used to rectify horizontal -
deflection signals or any signal of
that frequency should be the fast -
recovery type. Otherwise, the out-
put voltage might be lower than it
should, and the diode could oper-
ate warmer.

Shutdown in Sharp
Immediate shutdown occurred

in the Sharp KMC-1984 model
(Photofact 1900-2) when ac power
first was applied. At first , the
receiver was suspected of overload
shutdown from a defect in the
flyback circuit. When the ac line
voltage was increased slowly,
shutdown occured at 92Vac.
Therefore, we reduced the ac
voltage to nearly zero and in-

creased again, but this time stop-
ping at 87V just short of shut-
down, where tests were made.

About + 82V was the highest
supply voltage produced by turn-
ing up the + 120V adjustment
(R709), but it proved the low -
voltage de circuits were operating
normally. At the horizontal -output
transistor's base, the wave-
form measured approximately
14.2Vp-p. High voltage do at the
CRT was 20.5kV (but 22.1kV or
higher HV produced shutdown).
This does not compare favorably
with the Photofact, which lists
25.5kV to 28kV at 120Vac without
shutdown.

Excessive high voltage was not
activating the shutdown and the
brightness was not excessive, so
the overload shutdown should not
be operating. Therefore, the
safety shutdown circuit itself must
have a defect that caused it to trip
prematurely. This assumption was
verified by diconnecting the
cathode of zener diode ZD651.
Afterward, the line voltage could
be increased to the usual 120Vac
without any problems. Now there
could be no doubt: The shutdown
circuit had a defect.

Transistors Q651 and Q652 were
tested in -circuit with the voltage -
drop diode test and found to be
good. Next, all diodes were tested
in -circuit and none were found
defective. However, zener ZD651
had been checked only in the for-
ward resistance direction. After
some false trails had been fol-
lowed, I checked the reverse
resistance of ZD651 (which still
was disconnected) and found the
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HOLD DOWN B

0652 PNP
0651 HOLD DOWN A

D653 NPN
R664

1M
+38.8V

+s.o1v R660
560K

+36.4V
R658{{

C652

R661 150K S 3. 311F4±
2200'

R662 R663 R655
3900 i' 5600 6800

ABL-FLYBACK
CIRCUIT

+120V

SHARP SHUTDOWN PROBLEM

N
+12.52v

+12.95V

R657
18K

+49.6V

R656
18K

R652
47

Z0651

OV
+120V

R654
22Kw

LEAKY

PART OF 1C1501
+0.66V

SAFETY FLIP-FLOP OUTPUT
'DRIVE TO

0601 BASE

Figure 5. An overactive shutdown circuit was turning off the horizontal-sweep circuit in a Sharp KMC1984 (Photofact 1900-2).
Using the variable low -line -voltage method, tests proved the high voltage was not excessive; therefore, the shutdown circuit
must be the problem. It was. Replacement of zener diode ZD651 stopped the premature shutdown.

Pins of the RCA CTC131 flyback transformer go through eyelets in the circuit board,
protruding slightly; next, they are soldered. To remove the flyback, all excess solder
must be removed from each pin until all pins are free, then the flyback can be lifted
from the board.

zener was very leaky, even when
checked on a DMM (see Figure 5).

Installation of a new 18V ZD651
followed by several minor ad-
justments calmed the quick -
triggering shutdown, producing
excellent picture and sound from
this Sharp television.

Miscellaneous suggestions
When removing a flyback, first

draw a sketch of the various wires
that are connected to the termi-
nals. If the wires are color coded,

write the colors on the sketch
beside each wire. After you finish,
go back and check the colors
again; some colors are difficult to
distinguish until compared careful-
ly. If you remove more than one
wire from a terminal, tie the wires
together temporarily; this will help
identify them when it is time to
solder them to the new trans-
former.

You do not have to worry about
correct wires with the latest RCA
chassis, such as the CTC131 shown

in the photograph, because each
flyback pin is soldered into a rivet
or eyelet. To remove the flyback
transformer, remove all possible
solder using solder -wick or a
vacuum device. Remember, all ter-
minals must be free or the flyback
cannot be removed. After the new
flyback is installed, check each
eyelet for good soldering. And
sometimes the board wiring
breaks at an eyelet (on the bottom
of the board). Where possible, dou-
ble check the continuity using the
lowest multimeter resistance
range from each eyelet to a compo-
nent connected (according to the
schematic) to the same transform-
er terminal. All soldered joints
should have critical visual inspec-
tions on both sides of the board.

Remember, with remote -

controlled models, to bypass the
on -off relay or supply 120Vac
direct to the low -voltage power
supply in those receivers that will
be undergoing the variable -ac -
input tests. If screen- and focus-

control components are supplied
with a flyback kit, be sure to use
them. Dress down the picture -tube
heater windings to prevent future
arcing and possible CRT damage.

And speaking about arcs, do not
intentionally draw a high -voltage
arc, either ac before rectification
or dc. Some technicians have been
known to create arcs and then try
to estimate the amount of high
voltage from the length, intensity
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The Electronic Industries Association/Consumer
Electronics Group has recently completed the first in a

series of videocassette training tapes.

EIA/CEG ANNOUNCES COMPLETION
OF NEW "BASIC CAR AUDIO
INSTALLATION" VIDEO TAPE

If you are thinking of "cashing in" on the prof-
its in the ever growing car audio service business,
the troubleshooting-service-installation-and
removal of car audio products is a large, non-com-
petitive profit center for your service facility. This
thirty minute video introduces you to the ever
increasing complex world of car stereo installa-
tion. It guides the new installer or owner in the
correct layout and design of a car stereo installa-

KEY TOPICS COVERED
IN THIS VIDEO
 The design and layout of
a car stereo installa-
tion center.
 Basic and specialized
tools needed for car audio
installation work.
 Safety in the shop.
 How to treat the cus-
tomer's car, from pre -instal-
lation checkout to demon-
strating to the customer
the completed job.
 The proper procedure

tion facility, covering basic as well as specialized
tools needed for the installation business.

This informative videotape is also an excellent
aid to the electronics technician in that it gives
the correct procedure for removing and replacing
"any" car radio from the dashboard of any car
and shows the installer's, salesperson's and cus-
tomer's role in the installation and sale of car
audio products.

for installing car audio
equipment.
 The technical resources
available for information
about specific types of
vehicles, dashboard dis-
mantling, speaker sizes and
antenna locations.
 Speaker wiring types
found in the automobile.
Common and floating
ground systems-how
to differentiate. Proper
wiring procedures used
in the car.

The cost of the videocassette is $30.00. Use the order form below to order yours now!
Send to: EIA/CEG, Department PS, P.O. Box 19100, Washington, D.C. 20036

Basic Car Audio Installation Quantity
Videocassette
VHS BETA 

Name

Title

Firm

Address

City

Amount
$30.00 each

Tbtal Enclosed

State Zip
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and appearance of the arc (perhaps
because they have no HV meters).
This practice is strongly con-
demned for solid-state receivers
for several important reasons. It is
dangerous for the technician and
difficult to do because there are no
convenient points for safely forc-
ing an arc between the HV at the
picture tube and ground, for exam-
ple. The manufacturers have ex-
pended much time and money to
make certain arcs cannot occur.
The HV wire is covered from the
flyback to the CRT with no connec-
tors in between.

However, there is another rea-
son you should not draw arcs: Arcs
can ruin solid-state components.
Arcs produce steep -sided (fast -
rise -time) waveforms in the HV do
voltage, and these pulses are
directly applied to the HV-rectifier
diodes that usually are inside the
newer flybacks. Also by trans-
former action, these pulses
(perhaps with lower amplitude and

changed waveforms) are applied to
the damper diode and the
horizontal -output transistor's col-
lector. These conditions are likely
to cause damage, but the reason
will not be apparent unless you
understand that the amplitude of
arcs can be increased by the fixed -
tuned circuits (both intended and
accidental) that are present in the
flyback primary and secondaries.

One of my worries is that many
technicians are not taking serious-
ly the advice to use an isolation
transformer on the TV receiver
when test equipment is to be con-
nected to it. But it is a real danger
to you, the test equipment and the
television. Most late -model color
receivers each have a low -voltage
power supply that is rectified by
one or four diodes from the
120Vac line. Therefore, the chassis
ground might have a voltage (meas-
sured to a good earth ground) any-
where between zero and more than
100V peak. As many of us have

Plug in!
To the NESDA system.

YOUR BUSINESS is in the world's fastest changing
industry. If you're not careful, you could find
your business in the dark.
But, you don't have to stay there.

Through a system of local, state, and regional groups,
the National Electronics Sales & Service Dealers Assn.
(NESDA) keeps members up-to-date with the fast pace
of advancing technology while offering:

 Managerial and technical training.
 Business contacts.
 Technical and management certification.
 Information on new products.
 Legislative activities that affect the industry.

Don't be left in the dark. Let the NESDA system work
FOR YOU!

For more information and an application, write to:
NESDA, 2708 W. Berry St., Ft. Worth, TX 76109; Ph (817) 921-9061

Name

Bus. Name

Address

State Zip Phone

Member of State  Local  Assn

found, connecting the ground of a
3 -prong -ac -plug oscilloscope to
that so-called cold ground often
shorts one or more bridge diodes,
blows open a safety surge resistor
and blows a fuse. Power of this
magnitude certainly would pro-
duce a severe shock (or worse) in a
technician.

Fortunately, the solution is sim-
ple: just use an isolation trans-
former to supply 120Vac for the
receiver. Then add a variable -ac-

voltage transformer (either with its
own isolation transformer or in ad-
dition to it) and you will find a new
ability to test safely for shorted
flybacks and other massive shorts
without zapping a series of re-
placement horizontal -output tran-
sistors. During those procedures,
the receiver's ac power voltage
should be reduced to whatever is
needed according to the symptoms
and the specific defect. Several ex-
amples have been given in this
article.

.11, -

Interested in ordering article
reprints out of this or another
issue?* Reprints can be excellent
learning tools for your technical
staff and great marketing tools for
your sales staff. Call or write Kelly
Hawthorne at Intertec Publishing
Corp., P.O. Box 12901, Overland
Park, KS 66212; (913) 888-4664.
*Minimum order 1,000 copies
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JULY
Troubleshooting low -voltage regulator circuits-
In this article by Homer Davidson, you'll find that
defects in the low -voltage regulator circuitry can
cause symptoms such as intermittent operation,
shutdown, horizontal pulling of the picture or a
flashing raster, or hum bars, that you might or-
dinarily assume were caused by other circuits.
This article provides tips on how to determine if
the problem is in the low -voltage regulator or
elsewhere, and how to return the defective set to
service.

NPEC Preview-The National Professional Elec-
tronics Convention and trade show for 1987 will
be held in Memphis, TN, August 10 through 15.
This article will provide a preview of the ac-
tivities such as instructor conferences, CET ex-
ams, manufacturer/dealer meetings, seminars,
golf outing and other activities.

Test equipment for personal computers-For
some types of problems in personal computers,
the old standby test equipment such as oscillo-
scope and DMM will be enough to troubleshoot
the problem. In most cases, though, you can
save a lot of time. effort and guesswork if you
have the right piece of test gear. This article, by
Conrad Persson, explores the world of digital
test equipment and outlines what each kind of
equipment does and how it can help in the
troubleshooting effort.

Audio corner-Servo problems in compact -disc
players can have you going around in circles. In
this article, Kirk Vistain explains what servos do
and offers tips on troubleshooting and repairing
servo -related problems.

TEST INSTRUMENTS
High Quality
Lowest Prices
Off -The -Shelf

Nom! MINI -METERS w/MAXI-SPECS

SCOPE 31/2 Digit LCD

with 8 Full Functions

$4495
.-

., .1

E=2:=2:111=1

Model
DVM-632
Deluxe test leads included
 0.50/c) accuracy  Transistor
gain test  Audible continuity
checking & diode test
 10 Amp measurement

SCOPE 31/2 Digit LCD

Multimeter
Model
DVM-630 $2995
Test leads included  0.5%
accuracy  6 functions,
19 ranges  Automatic zero
adjust  Low battery indication
 Measures 5" x 23/4" x 7/8"'

B & K 20 MHz Dual Trace

I.{  Model $379952120
Probes included  20 and 26

/i/1)" MHz band widths  TVV and
NH  X -Y operation  Trace rotation: adjustable
front panel  Channel 1 output

VI SCOPE 31/2 Digit Capacitance
Model $6995
DCM-602
Test leads included  8 ranges with full
scale values to 2000 uF  LSI circuit
 Crystal time base  Frequency range
800 Hz to 8 Hz

SCOPE 31/2 Digital Multimeters

Model
DVM-638

$7995
Test leads included  11 function, 38
ranges  Logic level detector  Audibl
visual continuity  capacitance and
conductance measurement.

Model
DVM-634 75

 7 function, 32 ranges
 Transistor measurement

Model C

DVM-636 6275
 8 function, 37 ranges
 Capacitance measurement

1 m
SCOPE Pocket Sized Audio

Signal Generator
Model
RC -555
Test leads & 9V battery included  Low
distortion sine -wave signal  46 step
selected frequency  x1 range 20 Hz to
1.5 KHz/x100 range 2KHz to 150 KHz

HITACHI 35 MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscope

iiiieModel V-355 $59995
Ar" (Reg. $899.95)

Probes included  Thin, lightweight,
compact  Large 6" rectangular,-' internal graticule CRT  Autofocus

FORDHAM Sweep Function Generator

Model FG-801 $21995
® fi,a ,. k (Reg. $289.95)-alt; Test leads included  7 frequency

ranges, 0.2 Hz to 2 MHz  Accuracy
to t 5%

FORDHAM 550 MHz Frequency Counter

Model FM -8
$16995(Reg. $249.95)

tttt i Completely assembled, pre -tested,
precalibrated  High intensity 8 -digit
LED display

SCOPE 41/2 Digit LCD

Bench Digital Multimeter

Model
DVM-6005

5
Test lead set & 6 "D" size batteries included  0.4" high
characters  Conversion period: 500 milliseconds
 Automatic, negative polarity

("r1 Phone orders accepted.

Fordham F800.645.9518e
260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788 In New York State 800-832-1446

Service & Shipping Charge Schedule
Continental U.S.A.

FOR ORDERS ADD FOR ORDERS ADD
$25100 $4 50 $751.1.000 $1250
$101.250 $6 00 $1.0011500 $16 50
5251500 $8 00 $1.5012.000 $20 00
5501.750 51050 $2 001 and up $2500

Circle (10) on Reply Card



Testyour
electronics
knowledge

1. Which of the following could be
used to make a Class A amplifier?

A.) SCR
B.) UJT
C.) LAD
D.) (None of these choices is

correct.)
2. When a switching transistor is
used in a switching circuit, its
base -collector junction is

By Sam Wilson, CET

A.) forward biased when in the
on condition.

B.) reverse biased when in the
on condition.

3. A 10,000 ohms -per -volt meter
is used to measure a voltage of 3V.
Its resistance is

A.) 30,0000.
B.) 3f2.
C.) unknown.

4. Which of the following is used
to determine if an electrolytic ca-
pacitor is OK?

A.) BSR
B.) VSR
C.) ESR
D.) VHR

5. A graph showing amplifier out-
put for various frequencies is
called a

A.) log, log, decitrig graph.
B.) Bode plot.
C.) 1 graph.

f
D.) gain/slope path.

6. In a microprocessor, simple ad-
dition and subtraction is per-
formed in the

A.) ALU.
B.) BFO.
C.) accumulator.

7. The circuit in Figure 1 is
A.) a bridge rectifier.
B.) a voltage doubler.
C.) a voltage tripler.
D.) (None of these choices is

correct.)
8. Is the following statement cor-
rect? When you double the capaci-
ty, the capacitive reactance is
halved.

A.) The statement is correct.
B.) The statement is not cor-

rect.
9. For the static -switch circuit of
Figure 2, L and C are used as a

A.) snubber.
B.) commutator.
C.) filter.
D.) tuner.

10. To reverse the direction of
rotation of a do shunt motor,

A.) reverse only the field con-
nection.

B.) reverse the field and arma-
ture connection.

Answers are on page 51
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Circuit analysis
and troubleshooting
Quiz!
By Bert Huneault, CET

The technician who is called to the
scene whenever there is an elec-
tronics problem brings skills gen-
erally associated with the medical
profession and criminal investiga-
tion. With sleeves rolled up, this
combination healing artist and in-
vestigative expert delves into
something "sick," taking its tem-
perature with a test probe, treat-
ing it and, ultimately, making it
(radio, television, VCR...) well
again. Before the "patient" is dis-
charged, however, the technician
has used other, more sophisticated
test equipment to find clues, rely-
ing upon theory, experience and
continuously updated professional
knowledge to interpret those clues
that lead to open resistors, leaky

capacitors, defective transistors or
whatever is preying on the vulner-
able electronics device.

This multiple choice quiz gives
you the opportunity to pull up your
own sleeves, put your basic know-
ledge to the test by analyzing a cir-
cuit, interpret a bunch of clues and
see how many culprits you can
identify correctly.

All questions refer to the accom-
panying schematic diagram: a sim-
ple, solid-state audio amplifier cir-
cuit of the type commonly found in
radios, TV sets, tape recorders
and phonographs. The answers
with explanations are given at the
end of the quiz. Score five points
for each correct answer. No cheat-
ing now!
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+ 1.1V

+ 16.3V
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Q1

PRE -AMP

Cl
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AUDIO
OUTPUT
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Note: All voltages shown on this
schematic are normal dc voltages,
measured in relation to common ground.
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Note: All voltages shown on this
schematic are normal dc voltages.
measured in relation to common ground.

For your convenience in answering
these questions, this schematic is
printed a second time.

Circuit analysis
This first section tests your

knowledge of circuit operation and
component functions, in prepara-
tion for the troubleshooting sec-
tion that begins with question 11.

1. What is the function of capaci-
tor C3?
A.) provides tone compen-
sation
B.) prevents ac negative
feedback
C.) prevents do negative
feedback
D.) reduces amplitude
distortion

2. How much collector current
flows in transistor Ql?
A.) 1mA
B.) 2mA
C.) 4.7mA
D.) 9.7mA

3. What is the purpose of C2?
A.) eliminates power supply
ripple
B.) provides treble boost
C.) increases the input
impedance of Ql
D.) decouples Q1 circuitry
from the Vcc supply

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

What is the function of resis-
tor R10?
A.) stabilizes the Q2 bias
B.) produces negative
feedback
C.) reduces amplitude
distortion
D.) all of the above
What is the function of R3?
A.) stabilizes the Ql base bias
B.) increases the input
impedance of Ql
C.) provides bass boost
D.) increases the beta of Ql
Output transistors Q3 and Q4
are hooked up in a:
A.) OCL circuit.
B.) OTL circuit.
C.) push-pull circuit.
D.) both (B) and (C).
What is the function of C9?
A.) impedance matching
B.) coupling capacitor
C.) tone compensation
D.) none of the above
What is the function of diodes
Dl and D2?
A.) bias stabilization for the
output transistors
B.) audio signal rectification
C.) voltage doubler circuit
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D.) none of the above
9. What is the function of the

R7 -R9 resistor network con-
nected between the Q2 base
and the emitter circuit of the
output transistors?
A.) provides ac negative feed-
back to improve fidelity
B.) increases power gain
C.) protects the output transis-
tors from thermal runaway
D.) all of the above

10. What is the function of C6?
A.) decoupling capacitor
B.) bootstrap coupling
capacitor
C.) tone compensation
D.) provides ac negative
feedback

17.

Troubleshooting
In all the following questions, as-

sume that a suitable audio source,
such as a record player, is plugged
into input jack Jl, and the volume 18.
control is turned up.
11. What symptom will most likely

result from an open R2?
A.) no sound output
B.) sound weaker than normal
C.) distorted sound
D.) squeals and whistles
(oscillation)

12. Which of the following defects
is most likely to damage the
output transistors?
A.) an open C6
B.) a shorted C7
C.) an open speaker voice coil 19.
D.) a shorted C9

13. Decoupling capacitor C2 be-
comes shorted. The resulting
symptom is most likely:
A.) distorted sound.
B.) no sound output.
C.) squeals and whistles (oscil-
lation).
D.) hum in the sound.

14. C8 opens. There will be:
A.) no sound.
B.) distorted sound.
C.) hum in the sound.
D.) loss of treble; bass okay.

15. R12 opens. The most likely
symptom is:
A.) slightly distorted sound.
B.) reduced volume.
C.) no sound.
D.) smoke emerging from the
equipment.

16. No sound comes out of the

20.

speaker. A signal tracer re-
veals that audio is present at
the base of Q1 but not at its
collector. Ql's collector volt-
age is + 16.4V and its emitter
voltage is OV. The most likely
defect is:
A.) C3 shorted.
B.) C3 open.
C.) R3 open.
D.) R2 open.
No sound comes out of the
speaker. All do voltages are
normal in the audio output cir-
cuit. An oscilloscope shows no
signals at the collectors of Q3
and Q4, but normal signals at
the Q3 and Q4 bases.
A.) C8 is open.
B.) Transistors Q3 and Q4 are
defective.
C.) R14 and R15 are open.
D.) Diodes D1 and D2 are
open.
The sound is distorted, and the
midpoint do voltage at the
R14 -R15 junction is only 5V,
although Ql's collector voltage
remains about normal. This in-
dicates that:
A.) Q4 is turned off, for some
reason.
B.) Q4 is conducting too heavi-
ly, for some reason.
C.) the Vcc power supply volt-
age is below normal.
D.) Q3 is conducting too heavi-
ly, for some reason.
There is no sound out of the
speaker. Signal tracing re-
veals a normal signal at Ql's
collector, but no signal at Q2s
collector. Dc voltages are nor-
mal. The most likely culprit is:
A.) a defective Q2.
B.) an open R10.
C.) an open C5.
D.) an open R7.
The sound suffers noticeable
amplitude distortion.
A.) C7 is shorted.
B.) C3 is open.
C.) C5 is leaky.
D.) Transistor Q3 is open.

Answers
1. B. With a value of 15µF, elec-
trolytic capacitor C3 is large
enough to bypass emitter resistor

R4 effectively at virtually all audio
frequencies, thus preventing R4
from producing ac negative feed-
back (degeneration). Of course, R4
does produce do negative feed-
back, for bias stabilization (with or
without C3).
2. B. Collector current can be de-
termined two different ways,
thanks to Ohm's law (I = V/R) and
the do voltages shown on the sche-
matic. One way is to take the po-
tential difference across collector
load resistor R5 (16.3-9.7=6.6V)
and divide it by the resistance of
R5 (3.3k); this yields a current of
2mA. The second method is based
on the fact that collector current is
equal to emitter current, for all
practical purposes; applying Ohm's
law to the emitter circuit (0.44V
across 22052) also gives a current of
2mA.
3. D. C2 provides an ac ground
for the do supply feeding the col-
lector and base circuits of Ql.
Thus, together with R6, C2 forms
a decoupling filter that prevents
unwanted mutual coupling be-
tween stages via the common im-
pedance of the power supply.
4. D. R10 is an emitter bias re-
sistor that produces do negative
feedback, thus stabilizing the base -
emitter bias of Q2. Because it is
not bypassed by a capacitor, R10
also introduces ac negative feed-
back (degeneration), which re-
duces amplitude distortion.
5. A. Together with R2, R3 forms
a base bias voltage divider net-
work that determines the operat-
ing point (bias) of Ql. This is super-
ior to simple fixed bias (which
would feature R2 only) because the
voltage divider stabilizes the base
bias against the effects of temper-
ature changes within Ql; and
against the effects of different
transistor parameters, should Ql
ever be replaced.
6. D. The audio output stage is a
single ended, push-pull circuit fea-
turing complementary transistors,
and hooked up in an output trans-
formerless (OTL) totem pole ar-
rangement. Note that the pres-
ence of coupling capacitor C8 pre-
vents the circuit from being called
output capacitorless (OCL), but the
absence of a push-pull input trans -
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former qualifies the circuit as in-
put transformerless (ITL) in addi-
tion to being OTL.
7. C. Connected across the speak-
er, C9 provides frequency selective
bypassing, and thus tone compen-
sation. At treble frequencies, the
reactance of C9 becomes low
enough partially to bypass the
speaker, thus reducing the ampli-
tude of the higher frequency sig-
nals. This is often done, especially
when a small -size loudspeaker is
featured. Small speakers are gen-
erally more efficient at treble than
bass frequencies and therefore
tend to produce a tinny sound.
Tone compensation prevents tre-
ble sounds from being too loud,
thus restoring a more natural bal-
ance between bass and treble.
8. A. Diodes D1 and D2 provide
temperature compensation and
therefore bias stabilization for out-
put transistors Q3 and Q4. The
voltage drop across each of these
silicon diodes is one junction volt-
age - about 0.7V at room tempera-
ture. Therefore the potential dif-
ference between the two transis-
tor bases is 1.4V. This gives each
output transistor a base -emitter bi-
as voltage of 0.6V, resulting in
class AB operation.

When the output transistors
heat up, they tend to conduct
more. But diodes Dl and D2 heat
up also, because they are in close
proximity to Q3 and Q4. As a re-
sult, their junction voltage de-
creases, effectively reducing the
output transistor base -emitter
bias, thus offsetting the initial
temperature -related rise in collec-
tor current. These temperature-

compensating diodes are common-
ly found in totem pole power -out-
put circuits.

Note that the two diodes also
couple the audio signal from the
collector of driver transistor Q2 to
the base of output transistor Q3.
The diodes do not rectify the signal
because they are permanently for-
ward biased, being part of the
R10 -Q2 -D2 -D1 -R12 -R11 voltage
divider network connected be-
tween the positive do bus and
ground. Thus, the signal from the
driver simply passes right through

the low resistance of the diodes, on
the way to the Q3 base, and suffers
only a slight attenuation in the
process.
9. C. The driver stage is dc cou-
pled to the power output circuitry.
In such circuits, transistors are
prone to chain reactions wherein
temperature changes in one tran-
sistor can affect the operating
point (bias) of another transistor,
possibly resulting in thermal run-
away. R9 and R7 form a do feed-
back loop between output emitters
and driver base, and it is this self-

biasing arrangement that protects
the output transistors against
thermal runaway.

Note that the Q2 base bias
doesn't come directly from the Vcc
supply; instead, it is taken from
the junction of the R14 -R15 emit-
ter resistors and applied through
R9 -R7 to the Q2 base.

Suppose that Q4 heats up, reduc-
ing its internal resistance and con-
ducting more heavily. This causes
the midpoint voltage at the
R14 -R15 junction to drop below
8V. This reduced do voltage is cou-
pled through R9 -R7 to Q2, causing
the driver's base voltage to drop
below its normal 0.86V. With less
forward bias, Q2 conducts less and
its collector voltage rises above
7.3V. Because of do coupling, the
base voltage of Q4 likewise be-
comes more positive, reducing the
base -emitter bias of PNP transis-
tor Q4. The resulting decrease in
collector current compensates for
the initial rise in Q4 conduction
due to heat.

A similar analysis can be applied
to the operation of the Q3 transis-
tor. Incidentally, capacitor C4 puts
the R7 -R9 junction at ac ground
potential, thus preventing ac feed-
back.
10. B. Because the audio signal
from the collector of the driver
must pass through diodes D2 and
Dl on the way to the base of Q3, it
suffers a certain amount of attenu-
ation due to the resistance of the
diodes, as previously explained in
the answer to question 8. This re-
sults in a somewhat unbalanced
push-pull operation. Capacitor C6
takes care of correcting the situa-
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tion by coupling the emitter follow-
er's in -phase output signal from
the R14 -R15 junction back into the
base of Q3, via resistor R12. R12
reduces this positive feedback sig-
nal down to just the right ampli-
tude. In effect, then, this boost cir-
cuit causes Q3's signal to lift l itself
up by its own bootstraps, offsetting
the attenuation caused by the
diodes.
11. A. There is no sound at the
amplifier's output because the pre -
amp stage is inoperative. With the
essential base bias resistor (R2)
open, Ql's base voltage drops to
zero and the transistor turns off,
preventing the weak phono input
signal from passing through to the
driver and output stages.
12. D. Push-pull output transis-
tors connected in the totem pole
configuration are likely to over-
heat when the load is shorted. With
the volume control turned up, the
output transistors produce a large
signal at the circuit midpoint
(R14 -R15 junction). If the speaker
terminals are accidentally shorted,
or if C9 shorts, this large signal
voltage tries to supply (through
C8) the excessively large ac cur-
rent demanded by the OSi load im-
pedance. This is most likely to zap
the output transistors in short
order.

The moral of the story is this:
When working with OTL circuits,
never short the speaker terminals,
and never drastically reduce the
output load impedance by connect-
ing additional speakers in parallel
with the original one; you're court-
ing trouble if you do.

If you selected answer (C) - an
open speaker-you're probably an
old timer. Earlier audio amplifier
circuits often featured a balanced
push-pull circuit with an output
transformer. In those circuits, it's
an open speaker that spells trouble
because the open load reflects a
very high impedance back into the
primary of the output transform-
er. With the volume turned up, the
large swings in signal current
through the primary winding re-
sult in excessive back-emf, easily
exceeding the transistors' break-
down voltage ratings. The writer

remembers arcing and even fires
actually caused by this type of
fault in vacuum tube amplifiers.
So, if you're an old timer, welcome
to the club.
13. B. There's no sound because a
shorted C2 kills the 16.3V do
source supplying Q1. Note that ex-
cessive current through the short-
ed C2 is likely to cause R6 to over-
heat and burn out. Always look for
discolored, swollen or cracked de -
coupling resistors, when decou-
pling capacitors short.
14. A. No audio signal reaches
the speaker because C8 is the cou-
pling capacitor. That was easy,
wasn't it? A technician's life is not
filled with tough dogs only; easy
ones come along once in a while!
15. C. The amplifier is dead be-
cause with R12 open, no do voltage
is available for the collector of Q2
and the output transistor bases.
16. D. An open R2 causes Ql to
turn off, as mentioned in the an-
swer to question 11. With no col-
lector current flowing through R5,
the load resistor doesn't drop any
voltage, allowing Q1's collector
voltage to rise to the full supply
voltage. Also, emitter current
stops flowing and the voltage
across R4 drops to zero.
17. A. With C8 open, no output
signal can reach the speaker, as
mentioned earlier. If you thought
that both output transistors are
defective because no signals are
present at their collectors, you fell
into a trap. Q3 and Q4 are emitter
followers; therefore signals are not
supposed to appear at their collec-
tors. Also, if Q3 and Q4 were de-
fective, do voltages would not re-
main normal in the output circuit.
18. B. With R14 and R15, the in-
ternal resistances of Q3 and Q4
form a series voltage divider
across the do power supply. The
circuit's midpoint (R14 -R15 junc-
tion) is a good test point to monitor
when troubleshooting these OTL
power amplifiers. Its do voltage
should normally be equal to ap-
proximately half the power supply
voltage. With the problem at hand,
the midpoint voltage measures
well below 8V, indicating that the
voltage divider is unbalanced, the

lower half of the circuit having
much less resistance than the up-
per half. This implies that either
Q4 is conducting more heavily
than normal or that Q3 is conduct-
ing less than it should. Therefore
(B) is the only correct answer. The
culprit is probably a leaky Q4.
19. C. This is another easy one.
An open C5 is the only one of the
four answers that explains the ab-
sence of signal at Q2's collector
while all do voltages remain nor-
mal. Of course, a scope check at
the base of Q2 would reveal no sig-
nal there either.
20. C. The do voltage from the
pre -amp's collector leaks through
C5 and shifts the operating point
(base bias) of Q2 towards satura-
tion, causing clipping of signal
peaks, hence distorted sound.

If you chose answer (D), you ap-
parently overlooked an important
point: Although a dead transistor
can indeed produce distorted
sound in some push-pull ampli-
fiers, in this OTL circuit an open
Q3 would cut off the do supply to
Q4 (resulting in no sound at all),
because Q3 and Q4 are stacked in
series, totem pole fashion.

The moment of reckoning
This quiz was designed to test

your knowledge of circuit opera-
tion and your understanding of
troubleshooting techniques. It also
gave you an opportunity to pit
your wits against a number of de-
fective circuits. How did you make
out? Were most of the culprits
identified correctly and most of
the patients made well again? At
five points per correct answer, tal-
ly up your score. Your report card
is shown below.

Hoping that you managed to
pick up one or two useful tidbits,
here's wishing you Happy and Suc-
cessful Troubleshooting!'Fl

POINTS GRADE
90-100 A

75-85 B

60-70 C

Under 60 F

VERDICT

Congratulations,
Dr. Kildare!
You're a promising
technician
You need to hone
your skills a bit
A Mike Hammer
you are not!
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These Photofact folders for TV receivers have been released
by Howard W. Sams since ES&T's last report.

CAPEHART
1990AR0 (CH.M9C2-8K1) 2500-1

EMERSON
ECT1300, ECT1300A 2489-1
EC193D. EC194C 2493-1
EC10R, EC11W, EC12P 2494-1
ECR137/A/B/C 2501-1

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Chassis 25PM-C 2488-1
Chassis 25PC-J 2489-2
Chassis 19PC-J 2494-2

HITACHI
CT1965, CT19D5 2501-2

JC Penney
685-2512-00 (855-0543) 2493-2
685-2169-00 (855-4214) 2495-1

JVC
C1926, C1936 2491-1

MAGNAVOX
Chassis 19C701 thru 19C711 2497-1

PANASONIC
CTG-2067R 2490-1
CTH-2063R (CH.ADP125INMX-GYA) 2496-1

QUASAR
Chassis ALLPDC110, AMLPDC110, LPDC110 2491-2

SEARS
564.48011650/651 2488-2
564.42002650 2490-2
564.48770650, 564.48870650 2492-2
564.40370550 2499-3

SHARP
25KC165, 25KT65 2492-1
19KP65 2495-2
19KP15B 2496-2
19LP16 2497-2
13KM05. 13KM15 2498-1
19LP56 2499-1
20KV555 2500-2

SYLVANIA
RNF600WC01/WCO2 (CH. 26C501) 2495-3

ZENITH
B2712G/G2/16P, SB2713G/13G2/15N/15N2/

17P/17P2 2498-2

PRODUCTION CHANGE BULLETIN

JC PENNEY
685-2093A (685-2093A-21)

SEARS
564 41400451

2500-3

2501-3

Literature

TI filter catalog, textbook
Catalog MTV/87 from Micro-

wave Filter teaches TI symptoms
and helps select filters to cure ter-
restrial interference (TI) in more
than 500 different receivers.

The catalog features diagrams
for standard and block downcon-
version receivers, showing where
interference can affect the system
and the choice of filters to solve
the problem.

A brief history of TI sources,
symptoms and information is pro-
vided on filter types such as base-

band, IF notch, IF bandpass, 4GHz
microwave notch, block in-
terference and 4GHz microwave
bandpass filters.

Additionally, descriptions of
equipment for TVRO installations

such as the Sky Doc Kit, preinstal-
lation, TI survey kit and TVRO
dish edge absorbers among other
accessories are presented.

Circle (125) on Reply Card

Spring/Summer 1987 catalog
Sencore Electronics' latest cata-

log includes instruments for test-
ing video, audio, components ana-
lyzers and cable systems, plus
waveform analyzers, IEEE instru-
ments and the complete line of
Sencore's instrument accessories.

Complete specifications and ap-
plication information are given for
all products.

Circle (128) on Reply Card

Technical supplies
The new spring summer catalog

from Contact East contains
thousands of products for use in in-
stalling, testing and repairing all
types of electronic and electrical
equipment. Featured are tool kits,
test instruments (DMMs,
oscilloscopes, counters, power line

monitors, disk drive testers...),
hand tools (screwdrivers, pliers
wrenches, crimpers...), soldering
supplies, and static -control prod-
ucts. All are described in detail
with specifications, full -color
photos, prices, and are 100%
guaranteed.

Circle (127) on Reply Card

Standbys, conditioners,
suppressors

Power protection devices are
detailed in the Power Protection
Products catalog from Perma
Power Electronics. Standby power
supplies, power conditioners, com-
puter power control centers, surge
suppressors and telephone -line
surge suppressors are included.
Operating features and perform-
ance specs are given for each.

The catalog also explains
operating characteristics of the
model SPS-500 Standby Power
System, which can transfer to and
from battery in less than lms.

Circle (128) on Reply Card
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Editor's note: Periodically Elec-
tronic Servicing & Technology
features books dealing with subjects
of interest to our readers. Please
direct inquiries and orders to the
publisher at the address given,
rather than to us.

Troubleshooting and Repairing
Solid -State TVs, by Homer L.
Davidson; Tab Books, 448 pages,
$17.60, paperback; $24.95,

hardbound.
By using case studies as exam-

ples, this book covers every circuit
found in color and B&W solid-state
units. The author, whose articles
appear regularly in ES&T, draws
from the practical experience
gained during more than 38 years
in the radio and TV repair busi-
ness. Theory is minimal, and the
straightforward explanations are
enhanced by 506 illustrations that
include more than 100 photo-
graphs of solid-state circuits.
Many of the photographs show
faulty components, making them
more readily identifiable when
readers encounter malfunctioning
devices later in their own work.
Represented is the most recent
solid-state TV circuitry used by the
major manufacturers of all brands
and models of televisions.
Published by Tab Books, Inc., P.O. Box 40,
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214; 717-794-2191.

Operational Amplifiers and
Linear Integrated Circuits,
by Robert F. Coughlin and
Frederick F. Driscoll; Prentice -
Hall, 446 pages, $40.33,

hardbound.
Operational amplifiers, general-

ly referred to as op -amps, are
widely used in electronics' linear
applications. They are popular be-
cause they are low in cost, easy to
use and very forgiving of wiring
errors. With op -amps, useful cir-
cuits may be built without the
"builder's" necessarily knowing
about the device's complex inter-
nal circuitry - the very circuitry
that is self -protective when those
wiring errors do occur.
Published by Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, NJ 07632; 800-223-2336.

Exclusive, triple patented dynamic
cap and coil analyzing ... guaranteed
to pinpoint your problem every time

or your money back

with the all new LC75 "Z METER 2"
Capacitor Inductor Analyzer

Patented $995

The "Z METER" is the only LC tester that enables you to test all
capacitors and coils dynamically - plus, it's now faster, more
accurate, and checks Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) plus
small wire high resistance coils.
Eliminate expensive part substitution and time-consuming shotgun-
ning with patented tests that give you results you can trust every time.
Test capacitor value, leakage, dielectric absorption, and ESR dynamically;
with up to 600 volts applied for guaranteed 100% reliable results - it's
exclusive - it's triple patented.
Save time and money with the only 100% reliable, in- or out -of -circuit
inductor tester available. Dynamically test inductors for value, shorts, and
opens, automatically under "dynamic" circuit conditions.
Reduce costly parts inventory with patented tests you can trust. No
more need to stock a large inventory of caps, coils, flybacks, and IHVTs.
The "Z METER" eliminates time-consuming and expensive parts substitut-
ing with 100% reliable LC analyzing.
Turn chaos into cash by quickly locating transmission line distance to
opens and shorts to within feet, in any transmission line.
Test troublesome SCRs & TRIACs easily and automatically without
investing in an expensive second tester. The patented "Z METER 2" even
tests SCRs, TRIACs, and High -Voltage Diodes dynamically with up to 600
volts applied by adding the new SCR250 SCR and TRIAC Test Accessory
for only $148 or FREE OF CHARGE on Kick Off promotion.
To try the world's only Dynamic LC Tester for yourself, CALL TODAY,
WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338, for a FREE 15 day Self Demo.

Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843-3338

SENCORE
3200 Sencore Drive
Sioux Falls, SD 57107
605-339-0100 In SD Only

innovatively designed
with your time in mind.

Circle (11) on Reply Card
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Digital audiotape
is on the way

By Conrad Persson The hot word in audio lately has
been "digital," just as it has been
the hot word in almost everything
having to do with electronics for
the past decade. We now have
compact digital audio discs and
digital tuning. Poised for a splash
into the U.S. market is digital
audiotape (DAT).

DAT promises considerable ad-
vantages over conventional
audiotape. The most important of
these advantages is sound quality.
As with the digital audio disc, digi-

The technical information on which this article was
based was derived from a Sony technical paper en-
titled Digital Audio Tape (DAT).
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Figure 1. The audio signal on an R-DAT is recorded in a series of diagonal strips, in a
manner similar to the recording process with videotape. Because the track width is
narrow (13.591µm) recording speed is 1/4 IPS, and it is possible to record two to three
hours on a cassette that's half the size of analog compact cassettes.

tal audiotape will provide greatly
improved sound quality while
eliminating noise sources such as,
in the case of tabs, tape hiss.

Other significant advantages of
the new DAT format are long
recording times on a tape cassette,
compact size and the ability to
search for the start of each re-
corded track.

Two formats
Digital audio on tape can be

achieved in one of two methods.
One of these uses a fixed head as in
current audiotape recorders and is
called stationary DAT or S-DAT.
The other format uses a rotary
head, in a manner similar to the
method employed in VHS video-
cassette recorders. This approach
is called rotary DAT, or R-DAT.
At the moment, because of a
number of advantages, R-DAT is
favored. At the present time,
S-DAT is regarded as a possible
future technical innovation.

R-DAT technology
The signal recorded on a tape in

the R-DAT system is recorded us-
ing a technology called pulse code
modulation (PCM), the same
method that is used in recording
digital audio compact discs. This
technology allows high quality
recordings (similar to that of a
master tape) or a tape cassette
that's about half the size of analog
compact cassettes, but will play for
two to three hours. The long re-
cording time and small size are
possible because the R-DAT
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system records and plays back at a
tape speed of 1/4 IPS, compared to
the tape speed of a conventional
cassette of 1'/8 IPS.

Format
Refer to Figure 1. Notice that

the audio track is recorded on the
tape in a series of diagonal strips,
similar to the way the video signal
is recorded on a VCR tape. The
width of the track is 13.591µm;
about one -tenth the thickness of a
human hair. The length of the
track is 23.501µm. Each bit of data
within the track is 0.67µm in
length. The recording density for
an R-DAT tape is thus 114Mbits
per square inch, the highest tape
recording density ever achieved.

The signals being digitized for
recording on the tape include the
entire audio range of 20Hz to
20kHz. According to information
theory, when using a sampling
process, in order to accurately
reproduce a range of frequencies,
the signals must be sampled at a
rate of at least twice the highest
frequency that will be en-
countered. That would mean that a
sampling frequency of at least
40,000 samples per second would
be necessary. The R-DAT format
uses 48kHz. Because each sample
consists of 16 digital bits of infor-
mation, and in a stereo system
there are two channels, the system
must process 1.5Mbits per second.

In order to compensate for er-
rors in the signal, extra informa-
tion must be added. This increases
the signal data rate to about
2.45 Mbits/s. The addition of sub
codes to enable various functions
to be controlled pushes the data
rate to 2.77Mbits/s.

Heads make contact
only part of the time

DAT is a digital process and uses
a buffer to store some of the signal
information between the time it is
read off of the tape by the play
head and the time it is processed
into analog music and fed to the
amplifier. Because of this, it is
possible to have the play heads in
contact with the tape only part of
the time. Specifically, (see Figure
2) the R-DAT head drum is 30mm

Analyze defective waveforms
faster, more accurately, and

more confidently - every time
or your money back

MODEL SC61

M.NINEL.

S DELTA MEASUREMENTS

n..

 TMEIREO

o lir íra
WAVEFORM ANAL ',ER

with the SC61 Waveform Analyzer
Patented $2,995

If you value your precious time, you will really want to check
out what the exclusively patented SC61 Waveform Analyzer can
do for you. 10 times faster, 10 times more accurate, with zero
chance of error.
End frustrating fiddling with confusing controls. Exclusive ultra solid
ECL balanced noise cancelling sync amplifiers, simplified controls, and
bright blue dual trace CRT help you measure signals to 100 MHz easier
than ever.

Accurately and confidently measure waveforms from a tiny 5 mV
all the way to a whopping 3,000 V without hesitation with patented
3,000 VPP input protection - eliminates expensive "front end" repairs
and costly equipment downtime.

Make only one circuit connection and push one button for each
circuit parameter test: You can instantly read out DC volts, peak -to -peak
volts and frequency 100% automatically with digital speed and accuracy.
It's a real troubleshooting confidence builder.

Confidently analyze complex waveforms fast and easily. Exclusive
Delta measurements let you intensify any waveform portion. Analyze
glitches, interference signals, rise or fall times or voltage equivalents be-
tween levels; direct in frequency or microseconds.
Speed your digital logic circuit testing. Analyzing troublesome divide
and multiply stages is quicker and error free - no time-consuming
graticule counting or calculations. Simply connect one test lead to any test
point, push a button, for test of your choice, for ERROR FREE results.
To see what the SC61 can do for your troubleshooting personal productivity
and analyzing confidence, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338,
for a FREE 15 day Self Demo.

Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843-3338

SIVCORE
3200 Sencore Drive
Sioux Falls, SD 57107
605-339-0100 In SD Only

innovatively designed
with your time in mind.
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Figure 2. Digital signal processing makes it possible to use 90 ° tape contact, improv-
ing head and tape life, yet allowing high-speed tape transport and high-speed search
while the tape is in contact with the drum.

1. RECORD
2. PLAYBACK
3. RECORD
4. PLAYBACK

Figure 3. Use of four heads instead of only two will allow simultaneous tape record-
ing and playback, providing a record -monitoring function.
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Figure 4. Currently envisioned S-DAT format distributes recorded data across the
width of the tape. Current technological limitations relegate S-DAT to possible
future development.

in diameter and is in contact with
the head drum only through an
angle of 90° or one -quarter of the
drum's circumference. Because the
heads are on diametrically op-
posite sides of the drum, 180°
apart, the signal is recorded or
played back only 50% of the time.
During the other 50% of the time,
the signal is interrupted because
the heads are not in contact with
the tape.

This discontinuous approach to
recording and playing back the
signal confers certain advantages.

Three advantages accrue be-
cause the tape wraps only 90°
around the head drum:

1. Only a short length of tape is
in contact with the drum. This
reduces damage to the tape, and
allows the system to operate at
high-speed for transport and
search while the tape is in contact
with the drum.

2. Tape tension is low, which
contributes to long head life.

3. If four heads are used instead
of two (Figure 3), the heads can be
separated by 90° so that you will
be able to play back at the same
time as you're recording, thus pro-
viding a record monitor function.

Two more advantages accrue
because the record/playback signal
can be converted to a high range
signal of 7.5Mbits/s. This enables
the system to overcome any inade-
quacy in low -range characteristics.

1. The small head drum size and
small size of the rotary trans-
former is a direct consequence.

2. The signal-to-noise ratio is im-
proved.

Stationary DAT
The helical recording method of

recording many narrow diagonal
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strips with a rapidly rotating head
on a slowly moving tape allows
recording and playback of higher
frequencies in videotape and
R-DAT. That approach is obvious-
ly not possible with S-DAT.

This limitation is overcome with
S-DAT by distributing data across
the width of the tape (see Figure
4). That's the theory. In the real
world there are limits imposed by
tape noise, dropouts, compatibili-
ty, the fact that heads must be
mass produced and the complexity
of the circuits. With current
technology, the tape speed is in the
same range as that of an analog
compact cassette, and the tape
needed for S-DAT is expensive.
Right now, S-DAT is being looked
at as a future technology.

Legislative problems
Unfortunately, at the present

time DAT seems to be the victim of
its own success. Because the quali-
ty of sound on this system is so
good, and because a recorded tape
can be dubbed onto a blank tape

of
the recording artists, record com-
panies and anyone else who has a
vested interest in recorded music
have expressed concern that there
will be wholesale illegal copying of
tape recordings, thus siphoning off
funds that should be going to pay
for legitimately produced tapes.

Legislation is pending that
might require anti -recording chips
in all DAT recorders shipped
into the United States. Hearings
concerning this sales restriction
were begun in May before ap-
propriate House and Senate sub-
committees. Previously, this
product -specific amendment was
part of the giant Omnibus trade
bill (H.R.3), but was deleted to
make the DAT issue a freestand-
ing bill. Testimony opposing the
bill will be presented by represen-
tatives of the National Association
of Retail Dealers in America
(NARDA).

NARDA's position is that such
legislation would deprive con-
sumers of the opportunity to enjoy
the latest state-of-the-art
technology, and it would deprive
retailers of the opportunity to sell
the product. Way,

Now test and restore every CRT on the
market ... without ever buying

another adaptor socket or coming up
embarrassingly short in front of your

customer ... or your money back

with the new improved CR70 "BEAM BUILDER" TM
Universal CRT Tester and Restorer

Patented $995

Have you ever?
Thrown away a good TV CRT, data display CRT, or scope CRT that
could have been used for another two or three years because you had no
way to test or restore it?
Lost valuable customers because you advised them that they needed
a new CRT when another technician came along and restored the CRT
for them?
Lost the profitable extra $35 or more that you could have gotten for
restoring a CRT while on the job and locked in the profitable CRT sale later?

Avoided handling profitable trade-ins or rentals because you were
afraid you'd have to replace the picture tube when you could have restored
it?
Had a real need to test a CRT on the job, but didn't have the right
adaptor socket or setup information in your setup book?
If any of these things have happened to you, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE,
1-800-843-3338, for a FREE 15 day Self Demo.

"BEAM BUILDER" is a trademark of Sencore, Inc.

Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843-3338SENCOR
3200 Sencore Drive
Sioux Falls, SD 57107
605-339-0100 In SD Only

innovatively designed
with your time in mind.
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Troubleshooting
Tips

VHF channels will not tune
Magnavox T809
(Photofact 2026-1)

Channels of this Magnavox T809 receiver would
not tune up or down the VHF band. Although the
mixer B + , RF-oscillator B + and band -switching
voltages were all normal at the tuner, the tuning
voltage remained a steady + 39V when attempts
were made to tune the channels of the VHF low and
high bands.

As I looked over the tuner -control schematic, I de-
cided to begin by checking the binary logic outputs
at port 1 of the microprocessor. This is where the
tuning -voltage decision originates, so I thought it
would be a logical place to begin the tests. After all,
these circuits are very complex and seldom are
checked completely during repairs. As I punched in
different channel numbers, the port 1 outputs
changed binary states. This is normal, and I con-
cluded that the microprocessor was not defective.

z'

3
)) KEY

C14 h5515
+135V

KEY

7
» KEY

From the microprocessor, the digital information
passes through buffers and enters a digital -to -ana-
log converter made of bilateral switches and op -
amps. Rather than trying to trace through this jun-
gle of circuitry, I merely went to the output, where
the analog voltage should appear. This point was the
filtered do voltage from R10 and C22 that is con-
nected to pin 3, the non -inverting input of IC13, the
final tuning -voltage amplifier. Notice pin 2, which
brings in any AFC tuning corrections. Pin 6 should
have the VHF- and UHF -tuning do voltage (notice
on the full schematic the series 10k2 resistor and the
4.47µF bypass for the tuning voltage at the UHF -
tuning end). Of course, this voltage should be differ-
ent for each channel.

As stated before, the pin -6 voltage remained at
+ 39V although an attempt was made to tune in sev-
eral channels. Finally, I decided IC13 was the most
likely suspect. After 1C13 was replaced, all channels
tuned properly.

David Luckner
Corning, NY

No picture, very little sound
RCA CTC120A
(Photofact 2296-2)

After I removed the back and moved the machine
to a serviceable position, I verified the complaints
against this CTC120A-chassis RCA television. Vol-

ume could be turned loud or soft, but the sound was
just noise except for weak, noisy sound from our
local Channel 2. None of the channel -selector but-
tons operated; LED channel -readouts did not change.

Using my digital multimeter, I checked voltages
around the tuner and the tuner -control module look-
ing for any incorrect voltages. On tuner module
MSC012A at pin J1, I found the + 5.1V missing.
Next, I moved to the source of the + 5.1V source at
TP2509 (regulated by zener CR2504), but there was
no voltage. The + 5.1V source is produced from the
+ 8.7V supply at TP2503, but there was no voltage
there either. Diode CR2503 rectifies pulses to pro-
duce the + 8.7V supply. Therefore, I checked
CR2503 for shorts. When it was found to be OK, I
tested the associated filter capacitor C2509, but it,
too, was not defective.

Finally, I brought out the heavy artillery, my trus-
ty oscilloscope, and began looking for negative hori-
zontal pulses at J2/pin 6 on module MCS012A, but
they were missing. At the source, pin 7 of flyback
T402, the negative pulses were normal. Something
between those two points was stopping the pulses. I
traced wiring back to the main chassis and J302 pin
2, but no pulses. I suspected that L104 might be
open. When I checked on the CircuiTrace 125 side,
the pulses were normal, but not at CircuiTrace 126.
This pointed precisely to an open in L104, but as I
was examining L104, I noticed a bad soldering con-
nection on the 126 side of the coil. I cleaned off all
the old solder and resoldered the lead correctly.

J302 F1309 L104

2
14

9'

10

04

Pulses now were reaching the tuner -control mod-
ule, allowing the + 8.7V and + 5.1V voltage sources
to operate as intended. The tuning buttons and the
channel -readout LEDs were bringing in the correct
stations. The job was over except for minor adjust-
ments and replacing the back.

Since the problem of the open coil, I have found
another in the same model and heard of several in
different brands and models that

. had the same
symptoms because of a loss of pulses to the tuner-

control circuit. Keep this irk mind.
Many defects produce symptoms that point to-

ward the cause, making our diagnosis easier, but
that was not my good fortune with this open -coil
symptom.

TP2509
5.1V ' R2501

: TP2503
e.7v

;C2534  1
lev

,CR O3

TP2505
+28v

R2502
470
3W

CR2506

i C2514
015

CZ,

C2o5351

CR2502
2ev
3W

Ivan L. Wood
Batesville, AR
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Answers By Sam Wilson
Questions are on page 30

1. D. SCRs and UJTs are thyris-
tors. An LAD is a light activated
diode. None of these can be used to
make a Class A amplifier.
2. A. When used as an amplifier,
the base -collector junction is
reverse biased.
3. C. The resistance of the
voltmeter cannot be obtained from
the information given.
4. C. ESR stands for equivalent
series resistance of a capacitor. As
an electrolytic capacitor ages, its
ESR value increases.
5. B. The bode plot also is used to
show amplifier phase shift vs. fre-
quency. An interesting letter to
the author was printed in the
December 1986 Feedback column.
In this letter Ray Ketchledge dis-
cusses the origins of the bode plot.
6. A. Addition and subtraction is
performed in the ALU (arithmetic
logic unit). A microprocessor does
not have a beat -frequency oscilla-
tor (BFO) or a discriminator.
7. D. The circuit in Figure 1 is
known as a short circuit. Trace the
closed loop around the outside of
the circuit.
8. B. Although it is true that in-
creasing the capacitance decreases
the capacitive reactance, the two
values are not reciprocals.
9. B. A commutator is used to
shut off an SCR. The SCR will stop
conducting when its current is
equal in magnitude, but opposite in
direction, to the LC -tuned circuit.
Actually, the charged capacitor in
the tuned circuit tries to discharge
in the anode -to -cathode direction
through the SCR.
10. A. You could reverse either
the field connection or the arma-
ture connection to reverse the
direction of rotation. However, if
you reverse both, the direction of
rotation will not change. suw,
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Walk "tough dog" troubles out of
any TV & VCR in half the

time ... or your money back

with the exclusive, patented,
VA62 Universal Video Analyzer ...$3,295

Would you like to?
Reduce analyzing time: Isolate any problem to one stage in any TV or
VCR in minutes, without breaking a circuit connection, using the tried
and proven signal substitution method of troubleshooting?

costly callbacks and increase customer referrals by completely
performance testing TVs & VCRs before they leave your shop? Own the
only . analyzer that equips you to check all standard and cable channels
with digital accuracy? Check complete, RF, IF, video and chroma response
of any chassis in minutes without taking the back off the receiver or
removing chassis plus set traps dynamically right on CRT too? Simplify
alignment with exclusive multiburst pattern?
Reduce costly inventory from stocking yokes, flybacks, and other
coils and transformers, for substitution only, with the patented Ring-
ing Test. Run dynamic proof positive test on any yoke, flyback, and inte-
grated high voltage transformer ... in- or out -of -circuit?
Protect your future by servicing VCRs for your customers before they
go to your competition? Walk out "tough dog" troubles in any VCR chromi-
nance or luminance circuit - stage -by -stage - to isolate problems in
minutes? Have proof positive test of the video.record/play heads before you
replace the entire mechanism?
Increase your business by meeting all TV and VCR manufacturers'
requirements for profitable warranty service work with this one universally
recommended analyzer?
To prove it to yourself, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338, for
a FREE Self Demo ... or learn how the VA62 works first by calling for
your free simplified operation and application instruction guide, worth
$10.00.

Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843-3338

SENCCD 1
3200 Sencore Drive
Sioux Falls, SD 57107
605-339-0100 In SD Only

innovatively designed
with your time in mind.
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What doyou know about
electronics?

Living with
models
By Sam Wilson, CET

A model is a simplified way of
looking at a component, circuit, or
system. An example is electron
flow in a circuit.

By assuming that electric cur-
rent is a flow of electrons, we can
analyze circuit behavior. Actually,

++

DEPLETION
REGION

N

Figure 1. At a semiconductor PN junc-
tion, holes and electrons combine, form-
ing a depletion region.

EQUIVALENT
JUNCTION
CAPACITY

it is just as easy to assume the cur-
rent to be positive charges and go
through the circuit in the opposite
direction.

Regardless of which direction
you go, you are using a model that
simplified the job of understanding
the circuit. Actually, the current
probably goes both directions at
the same time. But, knowing that
wouldn't be much help if you are
trying to figure out how a differen-
tial amplifier (or any other circuit)
will work for various input signals.

There is nothing wrong with
models. They're great to live with,
but don't marry them. The older
they get the harder they are to live
with and the harder they are to get
rid of.

High voltage
bipolar transistor circuits

As an example, consider the idea
that solid-state circuits are oper-
ated with low voltages. Students
today go through technical schools
working with transistors, FETs
and integrated circuits that work
at a maximum of 24V. That pro-
tects the school from problems
that can occur if a student should
get zapped accidentally.

I often wonder how long they are
out of school before they poke their
fingers into a high -voltage solid-
state circuit. They get complacent
working with the nice (safe?) cir-
cuits on their proto boards.

A bipolar (NPN or PNP) transis-
tor is normally operated with the
base -collector junction reverse bi-
ased. An exception is in switching
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circuits in which the emitter -base
and collector -base junctions both
can be forward biased.

In this discussion, however, let's
assume that the transistor is being
used for a high frequency or very
broad range of frequencies.

The model of Figure 1 shows
that there is a depletion (insulat-
ing) region between the base and
the collector. During the normal
operation of the transistor in an
amplifier, the reverse bias in-
creases this depletion region.

The junction capacity that is
formed by the depletion region and
the P and N materials can be very
troublesome at high frequencies.
As shown in Figure 2, the high -fre-
quency signal sneaks through the
capacity so it appears at the output
without being measured.

By greatly increasing the collec-
tor voltage, as shown in Figure 3,
the depletion region is increased.
That has the effect of moving the
capacitor plates apart and lower-
ing the junction capacity. The
overall result is that the high fre-
quency capability is improved...
and so much for the idea that tran-
sistors are always connected into
low -voltage circuits.

High -voltage MOSFETS
Depletion -type MOSFETS are

usually connected into low -voltage
circuits. However, enhancement
MOSFETS can be another story
altogether.

Consider, for example, the fami-
ly of curves in Figure 4 for an
RRF-430 MOSFET. This curve

Figure 2. The PN junction has as a char-
acteristic a certain amount of capaci-
tance. At high frequencies, this may cou-
ple unwanted signals to the output.

+++
INCREASED
COLLECTOR
VOLTAGE

I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
SIGNAL
PATH
FOR
HIGH
FREQ.

Figure 3. If the junction bias voltage is
increased, the capacity is reduced and
the degree of unwanted coupling is
reduced.

V
REDUCED
CAPACITY DUE TO
LARGER DEPLETION
REGION

+ +

N

N
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TYPICAL OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
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Figure 6. This photo shows the harmonic
content of the sawtooth in Figure 5. The
bright spot on the fourth harmonic is a
delta marker.

Figure 4. This family of curves for an
RRF-430 MOSFET implies that the pow-
er-suppsv voltage in a circuit using it
could easily be above 150V.

Figure 5. Here's a very linear sawtooth
created in the lab

RED GRAY WHITE

PRO ELECTRON

ORANGE

YELLOW BLACK BROWN

t\

Figure 7. Two color codes are current;
in use for semiconductor diodes: JEDEC
and PRO ELECTRON.

JEDEC
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was taken from an RCA catalog.
Note the high voltages on the volt-
age axis. The power -supply volt-
age in a circuit using this MOS-
FET could easily be above 150V!

This is another example of a
high -voltage, solid-state circuit.

Letter from a reader
For many years reader Ramon

Valdes has been sending com-
ments, suggestions and a few criti-
cisms. In one of his letters he sent
pictures of his laboratory. He is
well equipped for experimenting.

At the present time Mr. Valdes
is experimenting with the use of a
sawtooth waveform (instead of a
square wave) for analyzing
amplifiers.

Figure 5 shows a photograph of
a very linear sawtooth that he has
generated in his lab; Figure 6
shows the harmonic content of the
sawtooth displayed on his equip-
ment. The bright spot on the
fourth harmonic is a delta marker.
Although he experimented with a
sawtooth test, he doesn't consider
it to be very useful. Here is a direct
quote from his letter:
"Your article `Tests for Low -Fre-
quency Amplifiers' in the Septem-
ber and October 1986 issue of
Electronic Servicing and Tech-
nology states the following: "Hav-
ing presented the case for the saw -
tooth waveform test, the next
question is: Why is it seldom used?'
The answer is that there are auto-
matic distortion analyzers on the
market that will quantify distor-
tion instantly and without eyeball-
ing. Tektronix, Hewlett Packard,
Amber, Sound Technology, Krohn -
Hite and probably others make an-
alyzers that not only have auto-
matic nulling but also autoinput
ranging. If you do warranty work,
the unit you repair must meet
specifications as to output voltage,
distortion, bandwidth, etc. There-
fore, sawtooth or square wave
testing might be an excellent em-
pirical test procedure if you have
sophisticated test gear, but very
impractical for routine servicing.
Even the use of a function gene-
rator for judging at what fre-
quency an amplifier is down to
70.7% is awkward because all of
these distortion analyzers can be

set to relative zero dB settings; all
you do is vary the frequency until
the meter reads - 3dB."

My comment
I agree with what Mr. Valdes

says about better equipment being
available for quantitative tests. I
have never advocated the use of
the sawtooth or square wave test
for that type of application.

The sawtooth or square wave
should be used for a qualitative
test. In other words, it requires a
judgement and experience to be
useful. You don't get a number,
such as a frequency value, to tell
the bandwidth. Instead, your ex-
perience must be used to evaluate
the resulting display.

It is a quick test that utilizes low-
cost test equipment. Think of the
sawtooth and/or the square wave
as a troubleshooting tool and not
as a method of testing an amplifier
against specifications.

Diode color codes
It is a good idea to review var-

ious color codes of components as
a memory refresher. There are
two diode color codes being used:
JEDEC and PRO ELECTRON.
Both are shown in Figure 7.

The wide band for the JEDEC
code shows where to start reading
(hold the diode so the wide band is
on the left as shown in the illustra-
tion). A 1N is assumed to precede
the code, and the bands are the
identifying number. For the exam-
ple shown, the diode is a type
1N4001.

Table 1 shows the code for the
PRO ELECTRON type. The ex-
ample shown is a BA Y 93. asn

TABLE 1
Broad bands
First Second
band band

Small bands
Serial
number

AA - brown
BA - red

Z- white
Y- grey
X- black
W- blue
V- green
T-yellow
S - orange

0- black
1- brown
2 - red
3-orange
4 -yellow
5 -green
6-blue
7 - violet
8- grey
9-white

ELENCO PRODUCTS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES!
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20 MHz Dual Trace
$349.95

Two lx. 10x 100 MHz
and manual included.
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Oscilloscope
MO -1251
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Write for

MO -1252
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specs.

GF-8016 Function Generator
with freq. counter

$219.95
Sine, Square, Triangle
Pulse, Ramp, 2 to 2 MHz
Frequency .1 thru 10 MHz

GF-8015 without freq. meter $169

Triple Power

0-20V @ 1A
0-20V @ 1A

5V @ 5A

$199.95
Fully regulated,
XP -660

Supply XP -765

44atip
w. --

4111.1

short circuit protected
with analog meters $149.95

3 Amp Power Supply XP -750

0-40V @ 1.5A- 0-20V @ 3Aé RE RE é
ffil t $165.95
Fully regulated, short circuit protected
XP -650 witn analog meters $119.95

Color Convergence Generator

SG -200

°°° $69.95
.... `""°°°' Finest in the industry

10 rock steady patterns

Multimeter with Capacitance
and Transistor Tester

Model CM -1500

$64.95
Reads volts, ohms, current,
capacitors, transistors, diodes

Ili
 'S°®

Digital LCR Meter $148.95
Q7,1 Model LC -1800

Measures: Inductors
- Capacitors, Resistors

Inductors .1uH to 200H
Capacitor.lPf to 200uF
Resistor .01 Ohms to 20M Ohms
Ranges 6 Ind, 7 cap, 7 res

C+S Sales, 8744 W North Ter. t
Niles, IL 60648 800-292-7711 ifs
312-459-9040 ASK FOR CATALOG
Add 5% P&H ($10 Max item) lr..e.aiper
IL Res., add 7°%o taxsales
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VCR precision alignment kit
A VCR precision alignment kit

from Jensen Tools contains a selec-
tion of tools manufactured to ex-
tremely fine tolerances and
designed for critical adjustments
of VHS and Beta videocassette
recorders.

The kit includes a base plate
reference jig and a height gauge,
plus an 8 -piece driver/wrench set
with precisely configured bits.

Circle (75) on Reply Card

Frequency counter
The Philips PM6669 frequency

counter breaks through the tradi-
tional price/stability barrier for in-
struments of this kind with its
MTCXO (mathematically tempera-
ture -compensated crystal oscilla-
tor). Up to now, high -stability
counters have used costly oven -
stabilized oscillators. The stability
of lower -cost instruments has been
limited by the use of standard
crystal oscillators or TCXOs
(temperature-controled crystal os-
cillators).

In the MTCXO principle, the
time base crystal oscillator is in-
dividually calibrated by factory
measurement of its temperature -
dependent frequency curve, which
is then permanently stored in a
non-volatile memory.

Circle (76) on Reply Card

Data communications service kit
Designed for the installation and

repair of computers, terminals and
printers, this kit from Contact
East includes all the tools neces-
sary to accomplish both routine
and more difficult service tasks.

All cases come with combination
locks and two removable pallets. A
full complement of accessories is
offered for your specific data com-
munications service needs.

Circle (77) on Reply Card

Relay servicing tool kit
This 15 -piece kit contains preci-

sion tools necessary for adjusting,
servicing and calibrating all types
of relays. All tools are made of car-
bon steel, with heavy chrome
plating. Dielectric tools permit ad-
justing and repair on live equip-
ment without stopping operation.

From Jonard Industries.
Circle (78) on Reply Card

Flex -shaft attachment
adds finger-tip control

The model 225 Flex -Shaft at-
tachment has been introduced for
use with Dremel's new Moto -Tool
line. The 36 -inch cable and pencil-

thin handpiece attaches to the

Moto -Tool to provide lightweight,
finger-tip control.

The cable attaches to Moto -Tool
models 395, 285 and 275. The
handpiece uses a collet to hold the
variety of Moto -Tool cutting, carv-
ing and engraving bits. When us-
ing the flex -shaft, the Moto -Tool
can be hung in a stationary upright
position, reducing the operating
weight of the Moto -Tool for in-
tricate applications.

Circle (79) on Reply Card

Thermal stripper
Rush Wire Strippers announces

model THS-20, a hand-held ther-
mal stripper for use in stripping in-
sulation from solid and stranded
wires of sizes between 12 AWG
and 43 AWG. The model THS-20
strips most thermoplastic insula-

tions, including Teflon, Kapton,
nylon, plastics and PTFE to
military and aerospace standards.
It is self-contained, operating from
a 115V, 60Hz electrical supply.

Circle (80) on Reply Card

Two new tools
GC Electronics introduces the in-

sulated terminal crimper/stripper/
cutter (GC12-465) and the GC
cable tie installation tool
(GC12-470). The crimper/stripper/
cutter comes complete with color -
coded crimping slots to simplify
spotting correct crimping areas.
The 8 -inch tool also contains a
10-22 AWG wire stripper; a wire
cutter is positioned at the tip.

The cable tie installation tool
tightens and cuts cable ties flush in
one operation, and is adjustable to
lightweight or heavyweight set-
tings.

Circle (81) on Reply Card Onus
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INTRODUCING THE

PARSON PARTS PLUS PROGRAM.
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PARTS.PLUS

Being the leading independent parts distributor
in the nation is no reason for us to rest on our laurels.
That's why we have spent over 4 years developing the
most remarkable ordering and information system
ever available in the parts industry.

The PanSon Parts Plus"I Program.
Now by simply lifting your finger this fully com-

puterized system, with its easy to use on -site terminal,
gives you direct access to a world of vital business serv-
ices, all designed with one objective: to help you in-
crease your bottom line.

As a Parts Plus customer you are:
0 On-line for instant ordering and information;
0 Guaranteed warranty pricing;
 Guaranteed same day shipping on stock

parts or we pay the freight;
 Given instant access to order from our enor-

mous 1.6 million parts inventory;
E Offered a unique stock rotation program for

unneeded parts;
E Shipped all backorders free of charge and

provided with an ETA;
plus many other valuable features too numerous to list.

Call us and well give you the complete story on
how Parts Plus can help put more dollars in your
pocket. And why it makes good sense to do business
with the leader.

PARTSPLUS
Pan Son" Electronics
Greenpoint, New York
(800) 255-5229 (800) 551-7272 in New York

ask for ext. 459

Circle (28) on Reply Card

Distributor of Panasonic, Sharp, Sony,
Hitachi, Quasar, JVC, Technics,
Optonica, Sanyo, Fisher, GE,
RCA, Zenith.
~Son and Par.,: Pius are trademarks
C), P,inSun Electronics Inc.



Hi -Fi interference
We've all heard the joke about a person with so many fill-

ings that he heard voices in his head whenever he passed
within five miles of a transmitter. I won't vouch for its ver-
acity, but there is little doubt that radio -frequency inter-
ference (RFI) is becoming ever more prevalent as spec-
trum crowding increases. In this installment of Audio Cor-
ner we'll talk about RFI that affects audio equipment. I'll
also refer to it as HFI, short for hi-fi interference. The
source of HFI is not only radio transmissions, but also the
myriad noises spraying out of microprocessor -equipped
appliances. As you know, the prevalence of square waves
in computer circuitry yields a rich harvest of harmonics,
many of which can interfere with TV and audio products.

How HFI works
Audio Rectification

You might be wondering how a radio frequency signal of
several megaherz is able to affect an audio circuit, given
the great difference in frequency. Well, of course, the
problem stems from something we're all familiar with,
diode rectification. Every transistor and IC has diode junc-
tions. Given RF of sufficient amplitude, they will rectify
the signal, stripping off the carrier, leaving only the modu-
lation, which is generally in the audio passband. This oc-
curs with FM as well as AM transmissions, thanks to a
phenomenon called slope detection. Actually, there are
many other potential detectors besides semiconductors in-
side any piece of electronic gear.

Wherever two dissimilar metals join together, a diode
junction is possible. This is not nearly as much of a prob-
lem when one of the contacts is gold. Thus you notice that
high end audio gear often uses gold plated phono jacks.
Another potential trouble spot occurs between the circuit
board land and chassis on equipment that eschews wired
grounds in favor of compression connections. The manu-
facturer is hoping that the board will be screwed down
tight enough to make proper contact. This is an excellent
way to ensure that the unit will have strange ground -fail-
ure related problems after several years of moderate use.

Other Effects
Some audio circuitry is sufficiently linear at a given ra-

dio frequency that rectification does not occur. The offend-
ing signal may pass right through several stages of ampli-
fication and on to the output amplifiers, which attempt to
reproduce the inaudible RF at the cost of audio distortion.
This is a tricky one to locate, but a scope should do it. An-
other possibility is that de from detected FM interference
may unbias a stage, causing troubles ranging from dis-
tortion to repetitive failure of a semiconductor. Fortunate-
ly, this sort of trouble is uncommon.

Entrance Points
Interference can enter a system along one of three

paths. First, it simply can penetrate the cabinet. Secondly,
it can use the power line. Finally, interconnecting cables
offer another entry point. When trying to eliminate HFI,
we first must discover which path it uses, then apply ap-
propriate reduction techniques.

During diagnosis, we need to ask some questions.

Does the interference occur on all programs, or just one
particular one, such as phono?

Does the unit have to be turned on to have a problem?
(Don't laugh. I've worked on televisions that only picked up
CB interference when they were powered down.)

Is the interference from a commercial radio or TV sta-
tion, or is it from one of the personal communications
bands? Is it even modulated with intelligence, or just some
stray garbage from a microprocessor clock, aquarium
heater, or the like?

If you suspect the noise enters from the power line, try
disconnecting the ac cord while monitoring the output. If
the noise immediately disappears, you've found the en-
trance way. If it dies off slowly as the filter capacitors dis-
charge, it's coming in another way. On amps and receivers
that have a speaker protection relay, you may need to
jump the contacts out of circuit to make this test. You
might also get a big pop out of the speakers if the plus and
minus supplies discharge at different rates.

0.01,,

I
I

I I

0.01

Figure 1. Capacitors bypass shield to chassis, keeping RFI
out of amplifier ground.

HFI is insidious. The mere fact that input cables are
properly shielded and grounded does not preclude the pos-
sibility that they will act as antennas at some frequency.
For example, see Figure 1, which shows a hypothetical
amplifier stage. Even though the shield is grounded, it still
can couple noise into the cabinet from outside. This hap-
pens because an audio ground is not necessarily an RF
ground. The wire connecting the input jack shield to circuit
ground may be a dead short at 20kHz, but an inductor at
RF. In that instance, noise will be coupled into the ground
system of the amp.

Countermeasures
There are many ways of reducing HFI. The best is to

keep it out of the system altogether. Second, and more re-
alistic, is to design the circuitry to be as immune as possible
In practice, we must use a 2 -pronged attack, reducing both
infiltration and susceptibility to a minimum.

Going back to our previous example, entry via intercon-
nect cables, let's trap out the noise at the input jack. One
way is to connect a capacitor between the input jack
ground and chassis ground. A 0.01mF ceramic usually
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works. Keep the capacitor leads as short as possible and
solder them in place. Now we've provided a low impedance
path to the chassis for any RF that might show up on the
shield.

Noise entering via the power line can be reduced by add-
ing a couple of chokes and capacitors. See Figure 2. You
can't assume that just because a piece of equipment is ex-
pensive, and was manufactured by a major electronics
company, it has proper line filtering. As a matter of fact, it
probably doesn't. Quite often, the power transformer of-
fers the only protection from RFI. Noise filters that plug
in on the receptacle end are not always effective, especially
if the ac cord itself is acting like an antenna. One thing you
can try that does not require internal modifications is to
wrap several turns of the line cord around a ferrite core
such as is found in most AM radios. A piece of tape serves
to secure it in place. This works most effectively in the AM
(MW) frequency band.

Internal noise, generated by clocks, oscillators and digi-
tal switching circuits, should be eliminated during the de-
sign phase by proper attention to bypassing logic ICs and
providing separate ground returns for audio and digital
signals. If you have trouble with a unit, it may be neces-
sary to add 0.1mF bypass capacitors between Vcc and
ground at as many logic ICs as is practical. You might also

NE SDA
Computer Group
COMPUTER SALES AND SERVICE DEALERS

WORKING TOGETHER

NESDA

E Service training.

Assistance in

selecting in-house
equipment and
software.

Specialized soft-
ware for service

management.

 Factory contacts for service literature and parts.

 Involvement in a stable and productive national
trade association.

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEND BUSINESS CARD TO.
NESDA COMPUTER GROUP, 2708 WEST BERRY STREET
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76109; PHONE 18171 921-9061

experiment with grounding, but this is often difficult,
especially when the manufacturer has not done his
homework.

HOT

047.. -
1kV

NEUTRAL

GROUND

t ,11mH

nrv-y1
I1mH

I2200p1
1kV

_t_

s.

AFFIX TO CHASSIS

Figure 2. RFI line filter, good for 1ti100MHz

2.200pf
I kV

A column of this length can no more than touch briefly
on the subject of RFI. For your further study, I'd recom-
mend The Radio Amateur's Handbook, published by the
American Radio Relay League, Newtington, CT 06111; and
Consumer Electronics Systems Technician Interference
Handbook-Audio Rectification, published by the Consum-
er Electronics Group of the EIA, 2001 Eye St. NW, Wash-
ington, DC, 20006.

J

TOOLS AND
TOOL KITS

71f>pDln111 Iwrc
t+/rtg32
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Free catalog from Techni-Tool features 240 pages of pro-
ducts from over 800 manufacturers. Tools and accessories
for electro -mechanical assembly and maintenance, elec-
tronics, telecommunications, field service, and computer
maintenance; ESD products, clean room supplies, and
tools for SMD applications.
To get your free copy, simply fill out and return this card.
Or, give us a call at (215) 825-4990.

5 Apollo Road, Box 368
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462 USA
(215) 825-4990 Telex 83-4763
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Computer Corner By Conrad Persson

Do it with numbers
It really isn't necessary to understand computer

numbering systems in order to be able to operate or repair
a computer, but it's one of those veils of mystery that en-
shrouds computers and which disappear once you
penetrate it.

Because the semiconductor circuits that make up a com-
puter are 2 -state devices (they can be conducting or not
conducting, or they can exhibit a high or low voltage), com-
puters can deal with information only if it has been encod-
ed so that it is represented by a series of digits that can
assume one of two possible values.

In the physical world, we can simulate this with a row of
light bulbs. Let's say you're trying to communicate a
number to someone with the row of light bulbs shown in
Figure 1. To convey the number 1 is simple: just light up
the rightmost bulb.

Figure 1. Two -state devices such as those used in computers
can be simulated in the physical world by using light buibs
(they can be on or oft). The number 1 can be represented by
lighting the rightmost lamp.

If you wanted to convey the number 2, you could simply
light up the rightmost two bulbs, Figure 2. With a scheme
such as this, you could represent a number up to 8 with
your eight light bulbs. Not a very economical scheme if
you'd like to represent numbers that run up into the
thousands.

/

OÉ°(°

Figure 2. One way of representing the number 2 is to light two
lamps. Using a scheme such as this, you could be able to
represent up to the number 8 using eight lights.

Postional notation
Instead of using a number of light bulbs to represent a

number that you wish to convey, you could do the job more
economically by letting the position of a lamp represent a
number. For example, if you and the person with whom

you wish to communicate agree, you could simply light the
second lamp from the right to represent the number 2 (See
Figure 3).

Figure 3. Another way to represent the number 2 is to use the
position of the lamp to convey its value. In this case, when
the lamp that is second from the right is lit, it represents the
number two.

So far, so good. Now what do you do if you want to
represent the number 3? Well, you have a bulb in the
rightmost position that represents the number 1. You have
a bulb in the next position that represents the number 2. If
you light them both, you have a signal that represents
2 + 1, or the number 3.

Because you can represent numbers up to 3 using the
rightmost two lights, it would make sense to use the third
bulb from the right by itself to represent the number 4.
Now look. If you light up the 4 bulb and the 1 bulb you have
number 5. If you light the 4 bulb and the 2 bulb you have
the number 6. If you light all three bulbs, you have 4, plus
2, plus 1. That's 7. So, using only three bulbs, each of
which can be turned on (1) or J(0), you can represent the
numbers 0 through 7.

You can represent larger numbers by lighting farther to
the left. Because the first three bulbs can represent
numbers up to 7, the fourth bulb from the right will, when
lit alone, represent the number 8. Using the same scheme
discussed above, but with the fourth digit, we can repre-
sent the numbers from 0 to 15.

You've just discovered the binary system
Extending this same logic a little further (see Figure 4),

the fifth bulb will represent 16. The sixth, 32. The seventh,
64. The eighth lamp position will represent the number
128. So, using just eight bulbs, we can represent the
numbers from zero to (128+64+32+16+8+4+2+1) or
255. In fact, this is exactly how the binary numbering
system works.

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

(27) (251 (25) (24) (23) (22) (21) (2°)

Figure 4. By using the position of the light bulbs to represent
certain values, it is possible to represent the numbers 0 to
255 using eight 2 -state devices.
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Converting from binary to decimal and vice versa
To convert from binary to decimal is a piece of cake:

we've already done it. Take another look at Figure 4. The
"weight" of each position is shown below that position. So,
for example, the binary number 101101 is equivalent to
(starting from the right), (1 x 1) + (0 x 2)+(1 x 4)+ (1 x 8) +
(0 x 16)+ (1 x 32) = 45.

MOST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT
2 )Tr

2 /r 1

2 Wr1

2W1r0

2 r 1 LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT

2W5
Figure 5. In the successive division method of converting
from decimal to binary, the remainder after each division
becomes the binary digit for its respective position in the
binary number. The quotient of the last division becomes the
most significant digit.
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*VIDEO CLUTCH TIRES
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need fast.
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PRB Belts...Made in the U.S.A.

For more information call toll free...
National 1-800-558-9572

In Wisconsin 1-800-242-9553
Business Number 1-414-473-2151

TLX 4994411 PRB USA
In Canada call collect 1-613-225-5003.

FAX: 414/473-4727

f1IILPRB
PROJECTOR -RECORDER BELT CORP.
P.O. Box 176 Whitewater, Wisconsin 53190
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You can convert from decimal to binary in at least two
ways. One way is to divide successively by two. It works
fine, but doesn't really show well what's going on. The
other way is to start by finding the largest multiple of two
by itself in the number, in this case 45. Start like this:
(((2x2=4)x2=8)x2=16)x2=32. That's the highest
multiple of 2 in 45, because if you multiplied by 2 again,
you'd get 64, which is larger than the number (45) we want
to convert.

Going back to the idea of positional notation, that means
that the binary number that represents 45 will have as its
most significant digit, a 1 in the sixth position from the
right.

Now subtract 32 from 45. That leaves 45-32= 13.
Because 13 is smaller than 16, the 16's digit in the binary
representation of the number 45 will be zero. So far the
binary representation for 45 is 10xxxx.

The highest multiple of 2 by itself in 13 is 2 x 2 x 2, or 8,
so there will be a 1 in the 8's position. Because we now
have 32 and an 8 (a total of 40) in the binary representation
of 45, there's only 5 more to complete the number. There's
a 4 in there, and then that leaves only a 1, and no 2's digit.
So the conversion back to binary gives the number 101101,
and lo and behold, that's the number we started with.

Another time we'll talk about hexadecimal.vw

441
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Video Corner By Conrad Persson --

SomefrIpK terms and what they mean

This concludes the glossary begun in the May issue
of ES&T of terms imposed by the introduction of
VCRs, describing VCR components and their opera-
tion. This glossary is reprinted courtesy of the
General Electric Company.

Glossary
Frame

One complete TV picture. See "Field."
Gate

A circuit that will deliver an output only when a specific
combination of its inputs are present. For use in analog
or digital applications.

Guard Band
This is the space between video tracks on the videotape
in the SP mode. Guard bands contain no information.

Hall Effect IC
An external magnetic field causes current to flow in
this type of device.

HD
Horizontal drive signal.

Head Cylinder
A cylindrical piece of metal that houses the video heads.
The tips of the heads protrude slightly from the surface
of the cylinder so that they may scan the tape as the
cylinder spins.

Head Switching
The action of turning off during playback, the video
head that is not in contact with the videotape. A par-
ticular video head will be turned off 30 times per sec-
ond. This is done so that the head that is not scanning
the tape, and therefore not delivering a good signal,
cannot contribute any noise to the playback signal.

Head Switching Pulse
The signal that is applied to the head amplifier to per-
form head switching. This is a square wave at 30Hz,
with a 50-50 duty cycle.

Helical
A word used to describe a general type of VTR in which
the tape wraps around the video head cylinder in the
shape of a 3 -dimensional spiral, or helix. The video
tracks are recorded as a series of slanted lines.

Interchangeability
A term used to describe how well a particular VTR will
play back a tape recorded on another VTR of the same
type. Good interchangeability indicates good playback.

Interlacing
The property of the scan lines of two TV fields to lie in
between each other. See "Field."

Interleaving
A term used to indicate that the harmonics of the
chrominance signal lie in between the harmonics of the
luminance portion of the video signal as it is viewed on a
spectrum analyzer. This means color information of a
video signal does not interfere with, although broadcast
at the same time as, the luminance information.

Also, signals that have this interleaving property are
not readily seen on a TV screen because of their virtual
cancellation characteristics.

Interleaving signals (fi) must have the following fre-
quency relationship:

fl=(2n+1)xfH(n=0,1,2,3,4....)
2

fH = 15,734Hz (H sync frequency)
Jitter

The name of the effect on the playback picture if a VTR
has too much wow and flutter. The picture appears to
have a rapid shaking movement.

Luminance
This is the portion of video signal that contains the sync
and B&W information.

MMV
Monostable multivibrator. Usually an IC device that
gives a logic high or low output with a variable duration
upon receipt of an input pulse or transition.

Non -Linear Emphasis
This is similar to regular emphasis with the difference
that small -level, high -frequency portions of the signal
are given more of a boost than higher level high -
frequency portions.

NTSC
The National Television Systems Committee. These
four letters identify the United States color television
standard.

PG
Pulse generator used in the servo circuits.

A term used to describe the graphic response of a filter
or tuned amplifier.

Review
To scan the playback picture at a faster than normal
speed in the Reverse direction.

Rotary Chroma
The name of the process used in VHS to change the
phase of the chrominance signal at a rate of 15,734
(same as H sync frequency) times per second.

Rotary Transformer
A device used to magnetically couple RF signals to and
from the spinning video heads, thus eliminating the
need for brushes.

Sample and Hold
A process used in comparator circuits by which the
value of a particular signal is measured at a specific mo-
ment in time, then this value is stored for later use.

Search
To scan the playback picture at a faster than normal
speed in either the forward or reverse direction.

Servo
Short for Servo mechanism. This is an electro-
mechanical device whose mechanical operation (for in-
stance, motor speed) constantly is being measured and
regulated so that it closely matches or follows an exter-
nal reference.

Skew
Another way of saying Tension Error. Skew is actually
the change of size or shape of the video tracks on the
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fof recording to the time of playback.
a result of poor tension regulation by

Imbient conditions that affect the tape.

-he 3.58MHz continuous wave signal used
,r information.

,till.

Stability
rm describing how closely the playback video signal

from a VTR matches an external reference video signal,
in regard to sync timing rather than picture content.

Tracking
This is the action of the spinning video heads during
playback when they accurately track across the video
RF information laid down during recording. Good
tracking indicates that the heads are positioning them-
selves correctly, and are picking up a strong RF signal.
Poor tracking indicates that the heads are off track,
and picking up low level RF signal or noise.

VCO
Voltage controlled oscillator: an oscillator whose fre-
quency of oscillation is governed by an external voltage.

Video Head
This is the electromagnet used to develop magnetic flux
that will put RF information on the tape. In VHS, two

Technicians,
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Being a certified electronics techni-
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a professional in your field. It tells
them that you are serious about your
work and can perform up to CET
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and becoming certified.

video heads are mounted in a rotating cylinder around
which the video tape is wrapped. As the cylinder spins,
each video head is allowed to alternately scan the tape.

Video Track
The name of the RF information laid down during re-
cording, as a particular video head scans across the
tape.

VHS
Video home system.

VTR
Video tape recorder.

VV
Video -to -video, or the actual playback picture produced
from a tape during playback.

VXO
Voltage controlled crystal oscillator, similar to VCO ex-
cept that a quartz crystal is used as a reference which
can be varied.

White Clip
After emphasis, the positive -going spikes (overshoot) of
the video signal may be too large for safe FM modula-
tion. A white clip circuit is used to cut off these spikes
at an adjustable level.

XTAL
Abbreviation for crystal.

Y Signal
The B&W portion of a video signal containing B&W in-
formation and sync.
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Readers' Exchange

Wanted:
Bell and Howell Schools (DeVry Institute) Oscilloscope Assembly manual
9560-3, Part II, for 5 -inch triggered -sweep oscilloscope. Will pay for
photocopies, or will copy and return. Or, would appreciate anyone telling
me how to obtain a copy. Miguel R. Lamoglia, Magna Tech Electronic, 630
Ninth Avenue, New York, NY 10036.

Regulator board for Magnavox color television, model 704208-1. Also hori-
zontal osc. board for model 703881-3. Hornick Radio & TV, 4366 Eastport
Drive, Bridgeport, MI 48722; 517-777-2494.

RCA senior volt-ohmist, model WV -98C or similar; meter for Hickok No.
225. State condition and price. Portage TV, 414 Cleveland Road, Ravenna,
OH 44266; 216-297-1491.

Training video tapes: will trade for the TV and VCR service training tapes
that I have. Send list to CW Electronics, 11728 IL Route 72W, Forreston, IL
61030; 815-938-2564.

Sams Photofacts sets Nos. 1 through 150; any pre -1950 TV service
manuals or literature; any pre -1950 televisions, state condition,
make/model, price, etc. Don Hauf, 9988 107th Ave. North, Maple Grove,
MN 55369.

Information leading to the identification and/or purchase of best B&W set
made. Living -room size, any age, prefer older. H. Paprocki, 240 Rosedale,
Rochester, NY 14620.

Sams Photofacts after No. 1500; Sams CB, MHF and TR books, please
send list and price wanted. Nancy Hauver, 34 Burlington Ave., Rochester,
NY 14619.

Operating instructions and schematic for Hickok model 660 white dot -bar,
color -display generator. Mr.Fixit, 1136 N. 45th St. Milwaukee, WI 53208;
414-344-7143.

Replacement idler wheels for Akai VT-100 video recorder, junk unit OK;
schematics for Akai VC -115 B&W camera and for Ricoh RIFAX-3300H
facsimile machine. Jeff Parker, Hi -Tech Electronics, 7901 Twin Oaks
Court, Raleigh, NC 27615.

Telequipment scope, model D52 or S52. Telequipment is a subsidiary of
Tektronix. J.G. Shoemaker, Color TV Sales & Service, 600 First St.,
Leeehburg, PA 15656.

Service manual/schematic for Teledyne Packard Bell 19 -inch color tele-
vision, Telemagic 100, chassis CBS2. Will pay for original or copies. John
Phipps, 1412 Navaho Trail, St. Charles, MO 63303.

Leader 524L, 35MHz to 40MHz with calibration delay. Will pay top dollar
for good equipment. Miller TV, P.O. Box 364, Portales, NM 88130;
505-356-4207.

Vacuum tube No. 1HTF10 for Beckman pH meter, model 72. D.E.
Weisshear, Augustana College, Chemistry Department, Sioux Falls, SD
57197.

B&K 1077 analyst or tuner subber. Frank Lurry, 4924 69th St., San Diego,
CA 92115; 619-462-7445.

Schematics for Vectrex arcade system, model HP3000, built by GCE.
Robert W. Freeman, 14010 Glenview Place, Huntsville, AL 35803.

Transformer from Panasonic 8 -track player -recorder, model RS-806US.
Made by ISO, No. QLP-0614S. Also desire schematic for same. David W.
Finley, 7 Foley Beach Road, Hingham, MA 02043.

Sencore SG165, late model, in excellent condition, with manual and leads.
Multi-Tek Electronics, P.O. Box 25, 1430 W. Congress St. Allentown, PA
18105.

NRI course for television and VCRs, lessons only, without the kits. Marcel
Lotwin J., Laboratorio de Muntenimiento, Apartado Postal 11-456, Mexico
11 DF 06100, Mexico.

Apple III machines, with or without monitors and IDS Graphics printers.
Reward offered for leads to successful purchase of quantity of above. Mur-
ray C. Johnson. Box 272. Oxbow. Saskatehewan. Canada SOC 2B0.

Any Tekfax Nos. 100 through 115. Will trade for any itt
under "For Sale." Robert P. Morrison, 1640 Mill Oak
Beach, VA 23464; 804-467-8605, after 6 p.m.

Commodore 64, working or not. Dan's TV, 316 East E St., Hut,
67501.

Schematic or service manual for Record -A -Call model 80A tell
answering machine. R.N. McEntire, 323 Tram Road, Columbia, SC 2,

I collect old computer equipment and parts. Tell me what you have, at win.
price. Also need service information on Fonovox type 05778W radio. Will
buy or copy. Tom Redigan, 264 Addison Road, Riverside, IL 60546.

Supreme test equipment, models 85C, 89, 189, 333, 385, 530, 535. Thor-
darson fly 196 or equivalent; early Hallicrafters television with round pic-
ture tube and metal cabinet. Early radio and TV advertising, promotional
items, neon signs, lighted clocks, etc. Doug Heimstead, 1349 Hillcrest
Drive, Fridley, MN 55432.

Sams CB service manuals, Nos. 148 to 154, 166, 167, 169 to 177, 179 to
207, 266, 267, 272 to 274, 281, 282, 284 to 293. Larry Jackson, Route 2,
Box 299J, Hamptonville, NC 27020; 919-468-2758.

NRI model 315 25 -inch color television, assembled or unassembled, work-
ing or non -working. David M. Kinchlow, 1515 Walnut St., New Albany, IN
47150.

Schematic for Simpson model -T radiotelephone. Will pay for copy. L.
Rollins, 2991 Clay, Apt. 45, Paducah, KY 42001.

Sencore-LC75, PR57, TF46, VA48, used but in good working condition.
Louis Zeman, 10 Benchmark Drive, Boulder, CO 80303; 303-499-1500.

For Sale:

Complete CB bench including B&K 1040, B&K 2040, B&K counter, Sams
CB -1 through B&K 1077B TV analyst, $250; Heath sweep
marker generator, $175; Sams TV Photofact folders No. 1300 through
1829, $1,060; several AR manuals. Frank Wolff, 6 White St., Topsham, ME
04086; 207-729-0566, after 5 p.m.

Flyback tester. Dan's TV, 316 East E St., Hutchinson, KS 67501.

B&K 467 CRT rejuvenator with 11 sockets, excellent condition, $200; Sen-
core CA -55 capacitor tester, like new, $300. Cash or money order only.
Will ship UPS. Larry Poffen, 12550 E. 132nd St. South, Broken Arrow, OK
74011; 918-455-1041, 918-455-3680.

Sams Photofact folders, 206 varied, from Nos. 84 to 2143; 231 in a com-
plete set from Nos. 2159 to 2389; 69 books in the AR, CB, CM, MHF, SD,
TR and TSM series. $250 plus shipping for all. Ronald Cowell, 7963 Lyn-
brook Court. Ferndale, WA 98248.

Fluke 1900A multifunction counter, 80MHz, autoranging, mint condition,
$120. L. So, 1392 Rowe Road, Schenectady, NY 12309; 518-372-9063.

Quasar service manuals, CTV Nos. 1 to 43, TV Nos. 1 to 28; RCA service
manuals Nos. 1972 to 1982; variety of Quasar and RCA panels. Best offer.
L. Rollins, 2991 Clay, Apt. 45, Paducah, KY 42001.

New and old tubes at 85% off list. Send large s.a.s.e. for list. Mitchell Elec-
tronics, 4 Golf Ave., Maywood, NJ 07607.

Test equipment-SG 165 AM/FM stereo analyzer, CG 169 color -bar gen-
erator, FS 134 field -strength meter, RCA WV 98C VTVM (never used);
Sams Photofact folders from No. 1741 to 1810. George Maleski, Laura
Lane, Bedminster Farms, Bedminster, NJ 07921.

Assembled Heathkit IT -2232 component tracer (built-in CRT), as new, used
infrequently, $150, including shipping. Trade for B&K or Viz 7 -inch analog
multimeter, regulated and metered 0-40 do power supply, etc. Kevin Kubis-
ta, Burt's Music and Sound, 1123 Sherman Ave., Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814;
208-664-4957.

Sony VP1200 8/cinch U-matic videocassette player, new rubber and lube,
$350; Sony SL8200 Beta VCR, excellent condition, $200; Zenith IR9000
Beta VCR, $50 as is, or will recondition for $200; Sony TC630 reel-to-reel
tape deck, working, $75; Simpson white -dot generator, working $30; Yam-
aha CR820 stereo receiver, repairable, $30; Concord DBA-9 Dolby noise -
reduction unit, working, $25. Joe Sanflippo, P.O. Box 347. Woodruff Wi
54568; 715-356-6004 or 715-356-7564.
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Sams Photofact folders, 291 sets from No. 41 through 331; RCA equip-
ment-marker/adder WR-70A, sweep/generator WR-59C, video multi -
marker WG295C, mixer grid matching pad WG418A, IF test block WG-
416A. Best offer plus shipping. LeRoy Barnes, 118 W. Main St., Camden,
TN 38320; 901-584-6411.

1947 Tung -Sol tube characteristics chart; 1947 RCA receiving tube man-
ual; 1950 RCA receiving tube manual; Knight KG -686 RF generator;
Knight KG -687 sweep/marker generator; Knight KG -688 sine/square wave
generator; EICO 442 curve tracer; EICO 685 transistor analyzer; RCA
WG-307B bias supply; EMC 801 bridge; Heath IM -25 solid-state analog
VOM. All in new condition, probes and instructions included. D.A.
Richard, 27 Dean St, Hudson, MA 01749.

Hewlett-Packard 2401B integrating digital voltmeter, ±0.01% de accu-
racy, frequency to 300kHz, $300; Diehl Mark III scanner, $250; Hewlett-
Packard 202A low frequency function generator, $60; Bell & Howell
(Heath) digital voltmeter, $40; Bell & Howell oscilloscope, 5MHz triggered,
$85. All with manuals, shipping paid. Fred Jones, 407 Morningbird Court,
Niceville, FL 32578; 904-678-1803.

B&K color -bar generator. Hornick Radio & TV, 4366 Eastport Drive,
Bridgeport, MI 48722; 517-777-2494.

Hewlett-Packard scope, dual -trace, plug-in, No. MX-2930B/USM, broken
switch on channel A, restorable or for parts, $20; Sams manuals-MHF
177; TSM Nos. 1 through 11, 13, 27, 30, 35, 42, 48, 49, 50, 52 through 62;
AR19, 21, 23, 25, 28, 35 and 45-$2.50 each. Sams Selective Data Library,
Vol. 1, covering Majestic postwar radio models through May 1948, $10. All
items plus shipping. Donald H. Nash 1444 Pulaski St., Port Charlotte, FL
33952.

Sencore SG165 stereo analyzer, complete, new condition, $450; Sencore
CR31A Super Mack picture tube tester/restorer, $450; B&K 40kV HV
meter, $20; degaussing coil, $10; leakage tester, $20; touch -test probe for
Sencore transistor tester, $20. Bill, R840 Emerald Lane, Edgar, WI 54426;
715-257-7214, after 6 p.m. CST.

Diehl Engineering Mark V diagnostic computer, new, $495, negotiable.
Duane Conger, 4321 Herrick Lane, Madison, WI; 608-238-4629.

Sams Photofact folders, Nos. 401 through 500, 100 total at 25 cents each,
plus UPS shipping. Also have both rare and current tubes at reasonable
prices. Ted Youngman, 2225 Vigo St., Lake Station, IN 46405.

Clearing out radio, TV tubes-over 1200 new tubes in original cartons,
$250 plus $30 shipping (mostly older TV numbers). Maurer, 29 S. 4th St.,
Lebanon, PA 17042.

Heath VTVM IM -28, $40; Heath IG62 color -bar generator, $45; Sencore
CG153 color -bar generator, $70; Simpson 260, $45. Leonard Duschenchuk,
WA2KHK, 244 Stewart Ave., Bethpage, NY 11714; 516-731-3868.

Sams CB service manuals Nos. 1 though 147, $3 each, $175 for all. Larry
Jackson, Route 2, Box 299J, Hamptonville, NC 27020; 919-468-2758.

EICO model 369 TV, FM sweep and post injection marker generator.
Heathkit vectorscope. For sale or will exchange. Frank Lurry, 4924 69th
St., San Diego, CA 92115.

Sams color TV "Service Made Easy," Vol. 3, $3; Sams color TV Field Serv-
ice guide, Vols. 3 to 5, Sams AR24, AR46 and TSM50, $1.50 each; Zenith
HF-13 Stereo service manual and Zenith SP12 Space Command Remote
Control service manual, $3 for all plus postage, c.o.d. Robert P. Morrison,
1640 Mill Oak Drive, Virginia Beach, VA 23464; 804-467-8605 after 6 p.m.
EST.

Complete audio -video service bench, including Sencore video analyzer, Sen-
core stereo analyzer, B&K 80MHz, quad input 8 -trace scope. All equipment
is near -new, perfect, with all manuals and accessories. Send s.a.s.e. or
call. C.K. Parker, 2928 Brighton, Kansas City, MO 64128; 816-924-5295.

Radio and TV parts, text books, service manuals, 800 new, standard -brand
tubes, 85% off list price. Send large s.a.s.e. for list. Max Seligsohn, 1455
55th St., Brooklyn, NY 11219.

Classified

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 85
cents per word, each insertion, and must be accom-
panied by payment to insure publications.

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.

Minimum classified charge is $20.00.

For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding
(blind ads), there is an additional charge of $30.00 per
Insertion to cover department number, processing of
replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of any
products regularly produced by manufacturers unless
used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or
distributor.

FOR SALE

AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement parts.
Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford, Motorola, Panasonic and
many others. Large inventory. Laran Electronics, Inc.,
3768 Boston Road, Bronx, NY 10469. (212) 881-9600.
National (800) 223-8314, NY State (800) 4404430.

1.85 -tin

CABLE TV CONVERTERS & EQUIPMENT. Plans and
parts. Build or buy. Send S.A.S.E. C&D Electronics,
P.O. Box 1402, Dept. ES&T, Hope, Arkansas 71801.

1 -86 -tin

VCR REPAIR SOLUTIONS for VHS models. Over 150
symptoms and cures. The hard ones. Send $11.95 to
Eagle Electronics, 52053 Locks Ln., Granger, IN 46530.

5-87-8t

SERVICE MANUALS. Large Shop has 18 yr. collection
of duplicates. All original manufacturer. All new.
Audio $2.00, video $5.00. Send SASE for list. Tape
Recorder Clinic; 4850 E. Speedway; Tucson, Arizona
85712. 11.86-tfn

PHOTOFACTS: Individual folders #1 to #1400 $3.00.
Above #1400 $5.00. Sent same day first-class
postpaid. Loeb, 414 Chestnut Lane, East Meadow, NY
11554. 4-87-6t

3000 COLOR TV REPAIR TIPS, 31 Brands 116 Page
Manual. Send $21.00 to A. Fernandez, Box 548110,
Surfside, Florida 33154. 4-87-3t

TV TROUBLESHOOTING. Over 120 schematic IL-
LUSTRATED problems -solutions of difficult repairs.
Also, 12 steps to easier TV repair, 25 pages $12.00.
Bonus: Remarkable diagnostic tool. Determine opera-
tion of high voltage circuits every time, no mistakes.
$5.00. Jones, Box 702, Nlceville, Fla. 32578. 4-87-3t

2,100 PHOTOFACTS AND CABINETS $875. 1077B
Analyst $225. All In excellent condition. Larry
Williams, Route 1, Ridgeway, Illinois, 618-272-7449.

6-87.1t

SENCORE SG165 stereo analyzer, $495.00,
1.801.487-8742. John Graber, 1252 E. Driggs Ave., #B,
Salt Lake City, UT84106. 6-87-1t

TV TOUGH DOGS 200 symptoms and cures. Send
$6.95 to DAVIS TV, 11772 Old Fashion Way, Garden
Grove, CA 92640. 4-87-3t

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

T.V. DES & SERVICE Well established business
tocatett northern Virginia Owner retiring and will help
with financing. Call 703-972-7027 after 7:00 p.m. EST.

6/85-tfn

ELECTRONIC REPAIR, inventory & equipment. 11
years at same location. Small recreational town in
Idaho. Owner wishes to retire. $15,000. 208.756.2918,
Box 488, Salmon, Id. 83467. 5.87.3t

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

TV SALES & SERVICE -20 years in Orange County,
CA. Excellent customer base and reputation. Well
organized and profitable shop. For information call
Bob Klein, PCM Realty, (714) 768-7261. 5-87-2t

VCR -TV -STEREO Service Business-Have 33 major
companies for warranty service. Est. 27 years-Retir-
ing. LI. 516-475-2203. 6.87.1t

HELP WANTED

CAMERA -VIDEO Technicians needed. Top pay and
benefits for well trained and experienced technicians
who are expert with consumer and/or industrial
cameras and VCR's. Training by manufacturers such
as Sony, Hitachi, Panasonic, etc., are necessary for
job experience. Come to sunny Florida and enjoy your
work & leisure time. Write or call ATLANTIC ELEC-
TRONICS INC., 1232 NE 26th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33305. (305) 564.827410 AM to 6:30 PM. Ask for Dave or
Joe. 8 -85 -On

VIDEOIAUDIO technician needed. Top pay and
benefits for well trained and experienced technicians
who are expert with consumer TV and audio equip-
ment. Training by manufacturers such as: Sony,
Hitachi, RCA, Panasonic, etc. are necessary for job ex-
perience. Write or call: Atlantic Electronics, Inc., 1232
NE 26th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305, 305-564-8274 (10
AM 6:30 PM). Ask for Dave or Joe. 06-86-tfn

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS - Part time for field serv-
ice and preventative maintenance. Openings nation-
wide. Must have own transportation, flexible hours,
and some equipment. $15.00 per hour. Send Resume
to Field Service, Best Power Technology, P.O. Box
280, Necedah, WI 54646. 6-87-2t

WANTED TO BUY

WANTED TO BUY: Wen 199 Gun and 19B4 tips. Wells
& LaHatte, 919 Clay Street, Vicksburg, MS 39180-
601-636-5806. 6-87-1t
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SERVICES Advertisers' IndexTELEVISION TUNER REBUILDING, all makes &
models. 24 -hour turnaround, one year limited warran-
ty. Competitive pricing. Contact: Electrodyn, 917
South Rogers St., Bloomington, In. 47401. Telephone:
812-334-1023. 6-87.2t

TYRO EQUIPMENT REPAIR, satellite receivers, anten-
na actuators and down converters. 72 -hour turn-
around, 90 -day limited warranty. Contact: Electrodyn,
917 South Rogers St., Bloomington, In. 47401. Tele-
phone: 812-334-1023. 6-87.21

VCR REPAIR, all makes and models. 72 -hour turn-
around, 90 -day limited warranty. Contact: Electrodyn,
917 South Rogers St., Bloomington, IN 47401. Tele-
phone: 812-334-1023. 6-87-2t

A MUST FOR THE TV TECHNICIAN

UNIVERSAL CRT ADAPTER- Don't buy another
socket for your CRT Tester! Join 10,000 satisif-
ied buyers & WIN the Socket War!
GUARANTEED to fit your tester.
Testiclean/restore ALL Color, BAN,
Projection. $63.95ppd wlSetup
book, Visa, MC, COD.

1.800.331.9658
DANDY MFG. CO.

2323 Gibson, Muskogee, Oklahoma 74403

Circle (21) on Reply Card

Tech's
Guide

To
PrICIf1A I -r0r

"Tech's Guide To
Pricing"
updated new 5th edition a
framework for setting rates
that apply to Hi -Tech pro-
ducts ...a formula that
guarantees SUCCESS,

Call Toll Free for details
8/51-800-228-4338 CST

Circle (22) on Reply Card

Be an FCC LICENSED
Electronic Technician
F.C.C. Commercial General
Radiotelephone License.
Electronic home study. Fast,
inexpensive! GUARANTEED
PASS. You get license or money refunded. "Free'
details. COMMAND PRODUCTIONS, D-177, Box
2223, San Francisco, CA 94126.

.OIOTELEPNOw

Circle (23) on Reply Card

USE ES&T
classified

ads

ELECTRONIC SERVICING & TECHNOLOGY Volume 7. No n

(USPS 462-050) is published monthly by Intertec Publishing
Corp.. 9221 Ouivira Road. P.O. Box 12901. Overland Park.
KS 66212. Second Class Postage paid at Shawnee Mission
KS. and additional mailing offices. POSTMASTER Send ad-
dress changes to ELECTRONIC SERVICING & TECHNOLOGY
P.O. Box 12952. Overland Park. KS 66212-9981

Page
Number

Reader
Service
Number

Advertiser
Hotline

Beckman Industrial
Corp. IFC 1 714/671-4800

C+S Sales 55 15 800/292-7711
Chemtronics, Inc. 61 17 800/645-5244
Cleveland Institute of

Electronics 61 18 800/321-2155
Command Productions 66 23
Cooks Inst. Elec.

Engrg 63 19 601/371-1351
Dandy Mfg. Co. 66 21 800/331-9658
Digikey 3 3 800/344-4539
EIA/CEG 27

Fluke, John Mfg. Co.,
Inc. 21 9 800/227-3800

Fordham Radio Supply
Co. 29 10 800/645-9518

Iocet 63 817/921-9101
Leader Instrument

Corp 5 4,25 .... 514/337-9500
MCM Electronics 23 8 800/543-4330
NESDA 28,59 817/921-9061
OK Industries, Inc. 15 6 800/523-0667
Pan Son Electronics 16,57 27,28 ... 800/624-7272
Panavise 18 26

Projector Recorder
Belt Corp 61 16 800/558-9572

RDi/Portasol 63 20 703/323-8000
Sencore, Inc 45,47 11,12 ... 800/843-3338
Sencore, Inc 49,51 13,14 ... 800/843-3338
Sperry Tech, Inc. 66 22 800/228-4338
Techni-Tool 59 24 215/825-4990
Tektronix, Inc IBC 2 800/433-2323
Zenith BC

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES

ALL U.S. TERRITORIES
Greg Garrison, Sales Manager
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66212
Phone: (913) 888-4664

NORWOOD, AUSTRALIA
Hastwell, Williamson, Rouse PTY. LTD.
P.O. Box 419
Norwood, S.A. 5067
Phone: 332-3322
Telex AA 87113

LONDON, ENGLAND
Nicholas McGeachin
Roseleigh House, New Street
Deddington, Oxford OX5 4SP
Phone: (0869) 38794
Telefax: (0869) 38040
Telex: 837469 BES G

TOKYO, JAPAN
Haruki Hirayama,
EMS, Inc.
Sagami Bldg., 4.2.21, Shinjuku,
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan
(03) 350-5666
Telex: 2322520 EMSINCJ
Cable: EMSINCPERIOD
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WANT FREE, QUICK
INFORMATION?
USE THESE
READER SERVICE
CARDS...

1
Attach your peel -off
label from the cover to
address box on card,
or print your name,
title, company, address, Zip
Code and phone number.

Sign and date the card.

3
Circle the number (or
numbers) on the card
corresponding to the number
at the bottom of each
advertisement or editorial
item for which you want
more information.

4
5

Use card to start or renew
your subscription to ES&T.

Affix postage stamp and mail
right away.

Slin* ortpll>drtarogy

READER SERVICE INFORMATION FOR FASTER ACTION!
AND SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE CARD I have an Immediate interest In

the Items I've Indicated here.
For issue of June 1987 Please have a salesperson call me.

Void after October 1987 I Please check one box under each L to expedite your request for information.

For more information on products or services mentioned in this issue.

simply circle the appropriate numbers bribe.
1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Q Type of Business
210 Consumer Electronics Equipment Independent

or Franchised Service Business
220 Retailer With Consumer Electronics Equipment

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 Service Department
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 230 Electronics Equipment Field Service Organization
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 240 Service. Installation or Operation of Electronics
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 Equipment In Industrial Or Commercial Facility

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 330 Engineering Of Electronics Equipment In

121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 Industrial Or Commercial Facility

141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160
350 Wholesaler, Jobber. Distributor
370 Electronics Equipment Or Components

161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 Manufacturer
181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 380 Government and Military.

Please print
Name Title

Company Name

Address

City State Zip

BUSINESS TELEPHONE AREA CODE
(

Signature

) NUMBER

Date

(i) Position
EEL] Company Management

Such as General Manager, Owner.
Partner, President. Vice President.
Director And Other Corporate
Personnel
Operations Management
Such as Service Manager, Operations
Manager, Production Manager, Customer
Service Manager, Marketing/Sales
Manager, Purchasing Manager, Credit/
Accounts Manager and Other
Operations/Administrative Personnel
Englneesing/Technial a

FF'

GGC7

R67

Federal, State, Municipal Other Personnel
09 Education Such as Engineer, Technician, Field

(a)0 College, Library, School, Service Engineer. Specialist, Engineering
Including Instructors Associate and Other Engineering And

(b)0 Student Technical Support Personnel
300 Other KK0 Other

(Check the number of Service Technicians employed at your facility.
A I -S D 26-50
B 6-10 E Over 50
CO 11-25 FO Not applicable

OCheck the statement that best describes your role la the purchase of major electronics
servicing equipment and servicing componenb, accessories and services.

1['. Make final decision lo buy a specific make or model.
2!J Recommend make or model to he purchased.
30 Have no part in specifying or buying.

r

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
 1 Year -12 issues ONLY $18.00
 2 Years -24 issues ONLY $30.00

Note Outside U S A rates are ' ' 1 Year $27 2 Years $31

Please check
preferred order

(Allow 6-8 weeks for
delivery of first issue)

Payment enclosed

O Charge to my VISA/

MASTERCARD

 Bill me later

ACCOUNT AnnNEa

CHARGE TO MY: (Please check one)

1111111
.aTtMANN rwwuee CARO EXPIRES

MASTERCARD ONLY (4 digits above your name) MO YR

Signature required Date

111,111Millnie
~golhyi tidnobQj+

READER SERVICE INFORMATION
AND SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE CARD

For issue of June 1987
Void after October 1987

For more information on products or services mentioned in this issue.

simply circle the appropriate numbers below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 t2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 Ill 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120

121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140

141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160

161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180

181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200

Please print
Name Title

Company Name

Address

City State

BUSINESS TELEPHONE AREA CODE

Signature

Zip

) NUMBER

Date

FOR FASTER ACTION!
I have an immediate interest in
the items I've indicated here.
Please have a salesperson call me.

Please ccheck one box under each ci to expedite our re

R67

uest for information. I

ype oBusiness Q Position
2I0 Consumer Electronics Equipment Independent EFL) Company Management

or Franchised Service Business Such as General Manager, Owner,
220 Retailer With Consumer Electronics Equipment Partner, President. Vice President,

Service Department Director And Other Corporate
230 Electronics Equipment Field Service Organization Personnel
240 Service. Installation or Operation of Electronics FF_7 Operations Management

Equipment In Industrial Or Commercial Facility Such as Service Manager, Operations
330 Engineering Of Electronics Equipment In Manager, Production Manager, Customer

Industrial Or Commercial Facility Service Manager, Marketing/Sales
350 Wholesaler. Jobber, Distributor Manager, Purchasing Manager, Credit/
370 Electronics Equipment Or Components Accounts Manager and Other

Manufacturer Operations/Administrative Personnel
380 Government and Military GG0 F oeertng/Technlcal a

Federal, State. Municipal Other Personnel
09 Education Such as Engineer. Technician, Field

(OE College. Library, School. Service Engineer. Specialist, Engineering
Including Instructors Associate and Other Engineering And

(b)0 Student Technical Support Personnel
300 Other KK0 Other
®Check the number of Service Technicians employed at your facility.

AC] I-5 DC 26-50
B 6-10 ED Over 50
C 11-25 F Not applicable

O. Check the statement that best describes your role la the purchase of major electronics
servicing equipment and servicing its, accessories and services.

10 Make final decision to buy a specific make or model.
20 Recommend make or model to be purchased.
30 Have no part in specifying or buying.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
 1 Year -12 issues ONLY $18.00
 2 Years -24 issues ONLY $30.00

Please check
preferred order

(Allow 6-8 weeks for
delivery of first issue)

 Payment enclosed

 Charge to my VISA/

MASTERCARD

O Bill me later

CHARGE TO MV: (Pease check one)

 MASTERCARD  VISA
ACCOUNT.arrst 11 1 1 1 1 1

,w Tt MANN sur« CARD EXPIRES

MASTERCARD ONLY (4 digits above your name) MO YR

Note: Outside U.S.A. rates are: 0 1 Year $22 0 2 Years $34 Signature required Date



The how-to ...brings
magazine you current
of information
electronics... on:

-Personal/
Home Computers

- VCRs
-TVs
-Audio Equipment
-Video Games
-Satellite Dishes
-Microwaves

New Technology
and service
data in every
issue...
Plus how-to
articles with
charts,
graphs, pictures
and schematics

SUBSCRIBE
NOW!

Tell us what you think about this issue?

What was the most interesting article in this issue?

List the subjects you want to read about most?

Which one advertisement in this issue was of most
interest to you?
Advertiser's name

Circle No.

GIGOTRONIG
Product Information
P.O. Box 12951
Overland Park, KS 66212-0951

PLACE
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POSTAGE
HERE
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NOW GET SCOPE, COUNTER
AND DMM INPUT ALL AT ONCE

THROUGH ONE PROBE!

I9I;a(961

Gated frequency measurement.
B sweep triggering during the
intensified portion of the A sweep.
Intensified portion frequency is
measured with the counter/timer/
DMM.

The Tek 2236 combines
100 MHz, dual timebase
scope capability with
counter'timer DMM
functions integrated into
its vertical, horizontal
and trigger systems. For
the same effort it takes to
display a waveform you
can obtain digital readout
of frequency, period,
width, totalized events,
delay time and i -time to
accuracies of 0.001%.

The same probe is
used to provide input for the
CRT display and the digital
measurement system,
resulting in easy set-up,
greater measurement confi-
dence and reduced circuit
loading. Probe tip volts can
also be measured through
the Ch 1 input.

Precision measurements
at the touch of a button.
Auto -ranging frequency,
period, width and gated
measurements are push-
button -simple. And the 2236
offers an independent float-
ing 5000 count, auto -rang-
ing multimeter with side
inputs for DC voltage mea -

Bandwidth
No of Channels

l n -v n n r

Delay time measurement. Delay
time from the start of A sweep to
the start of the B sweep is mea-
sured with crystal accuracy.

Channel 1 dc volts measure-
ment. The average dc compo-
nent of a waveform is measured
directly through channel 1 with
direct digital fluorescent readout.

surements to 0.1%.
A built-in, auto -ranging

ohmmeter provides
resistance measurements
from 0.01 SZ to 2GS2-as
well as audible continuity.
Automatic diode/junction
detection and operator

C U prompts serve to simplify
set-up and enhance
confidence in your
measurements.

The 2236: scope,
counter, timer, DMM

plus a 3 -year warranty
-all for just $2,650.

100 MHz

2 + Trig. View

Max. Sweep Speed
Digital
Readout
Features

5 ns/div
Direct Ch 1 Voltage Meas. 0.5% DC; 2.0%

AC RMS
Resistance: .01S2 to 200 Meg52
Continuity/Temp: Audible/C° or F°
Totalizing Counter: -1 counts to 8,000,000
Direct Freq. Meas: 100 MHz to 0.001% acc.
Period, Width Meas: 10 ns with 10 ps max.

resolution

Timing Meas.
Accuracy
Trigger Modes

.001% (delay and s -time with readout)

P -P Auto, Norm, TV Field, TV Line, Single
Sweep

Weight
Price

7.3 kg (16.2 lb)

$2650
Warranty 3 -year including CRT (plus optional service

plans to 5 years)

Contact your nearest dis-
tributor or call Tek toll -free.
Technical personnel on our
direct -line will answer your
questions and expedite
delivery. Orders include
probes, 30 -day free trial and
service worldwide.

Call Tek direct:
1-800-433-2323 for
video tape or literature,

1-800-426-2200 for
application assistance or
ordering information.

In Oregon, call collect:
1-627-2200

Tektronix-

Copyright e 1986. Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. TTA-797 Circle (2) on Reply Card

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE
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